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ANTA FE NEW M EXICAN.
SANTA FE, N. M., SATURDAY, JUNE 2, 1906.

VOL. 43.
have the effect of again bringing the
whole question before the Senate for
The remaining time
consideration,
of the open session was devoted to a
speech by Senator 'Morgan in support
of the assertion of American control
SIGNED in the Isle of Fines and to a discussion
of the resolution prescribing a policy
for the government In the purchase of
supplies for the Panama Canal. Senator Stone opposed the amendment as
useless and attacked the President as
weak and wavering In 'policy.
Ban on Free Passes.
Washington, June 1. Only two rate
bill amendments remained to be settled and it is expected these will be
decided this afternoon. The amendPEOPLE VOK SEPARATELY ments in , dispute are those relating
to "Jim Crow" cars and the one prescribing that no hearings of applicaForaker tions for injunctions setting aside orOn Constitution
ders of the interstate commerce comAmendment Was Acceptmission shall be had without five days'
notice to the commission. The latter
ed Without a Change.
amendment was agreed to at one time
In the deliberations of the conferees,
but that action was reconsidered yesWASHINGTON, D. C, JUNE
STATEHOOD CONFERENCE terday. The indications are that It
REPORT WAS 8IGNED AT 3:01 will be accepted by the House conferees.
O'CLOCK THIS AFTERNOON.
It Is stated that the "Jim Crow" car
Democrats Will Fight In Senate.
The report was unanimous save amendment is slated to go out of
What Senator Patterson of the confer- the bill. If the amendment is disagreed
ees termed "tilie crucial point" which to the defendant states are permitted
is the joint Statehood provision for to exercise their own discretion as to
Arizona and New Mexico. On fills the separation of the races, but interpoint the minority members disagreed. state passengers cannot he Interfered
of with under the state
laws.
They refuse to accede to the terms
"elabowhich
Two important amendments
provides
bill,
House
the
were
rate machinery" for the- - coming elec- redrafted by the conferees. One of
the
coerre
to
these was the pass amendment, for
tion, "and Is Intended
' The
which a substitute was offered by the
voters to favor joint statehood.
Democrats say there will be a vigorous House 'conferees and the substitute
in was
accepted. It prohibits the issuopposition to the conference reiiort
ance of passes to any person, II
the Senate.
on Constitu- makes no
exemption, whatever, but is
People Vote Separately
not to take effect until January 1.
tion.
The following statement was made 1907. The other amendment redraftthe con- ed was the one making
by the majority members of
pipe lines
common carriers. It now provides
ference:
are
perthat pipe lines transporting oil through
"New Mexico and Arizona,
mitted to vote separately aa provided pipes and partly by rail and through
Senpipes and partly by water shall be
by the amendment introduced by
ator Foraker last year and adopted by common carriers. The "commodity"
by amendment which prohibits railroads
the Senate and as
Senator Foraker this year. It simply from carrying any articles they mine,
new manufacture or produce , was also
provides that a constitution of a
state shall be submitted to an election amended slightly, so as to render It
of the people on November 6th, and less in conflict with the pipe line
if the majority of the people of either amendment.
The action of the senate In striking
territory vote against the constitution,
it falls. The conference committee ac- out the words, "In its judgment," and
with- "fairly remunerative," was
agreed to
cepted the' Foraker amendment
by the conferees. These are two of
out a change."
Senator Tillman Will Present Report the Important amendments having a
to Senate.
bearing upon what was known as the
Washington, D. C, June 2. The con- Allison compromise to the rate- - makferees on the railroad rate bill reached ing section of the bill.
The conferees agreed that express
a complete agreement and the report
was signed. Senator Tillman will pre- companies should be brought within
sent the report to the Senate at the the provisions of the act to regulnte
Interstate commerce, but that palace
first opportunity.
Adoption of Conference Committee sleeping cars should not.
Naturalization Bill in House.
Means Lively Times.
Washington, June 2. The House toSpecial to the New Mexican.
Washington, June 2. The confer- day considered the naturalization bill.
That Smoot Case Again.
ence committee on the Hamilton joint
Washington, June 2. The case of
statehood bill lias Just agreed, but the
Democratic minority members dissent- Senator Smoot was briefly before the
ed from recommendation that the first Senate today but no action was taken.
Foraker amendment be made part of Senator Burrows stated that the comthe signed report. This throws the mittee report recommending the exof both Houses,. If. clusion' of Smoot would not be in
fight to
the majority rep r. Is adopted by both shape for presentation until the middle
Houses It means that a state election of next week, but he had been requestand a territorial election will take ed to ask that a consideration of the
place simultaneously and that a con- report be set for June .11. Senator
stitutional convention will be held this Beveridge desired that the case foe not
fall. The election for the ratification only considered, but disposed of, beof the constitution, for a state ticket ginning on that date but Senator Teller
and objected to setting a date in advance
and for territorial legislative
county officials will take place simul- of the receipt of the report. He said
of the case had been under consideration
taneously on the first Tuesday
November next. If the report la'de-feate- in the committee for two years and
It is likely that the entire state-- ; that the Senate could not afford to
hood question will be defeated for this proceed with unreasonable celerity.
session or that only Oklahoma and In- Appropriations for Indian Service In
New Mexico.
dian Territory will be admitted as one
state and that New Mexico and AriWashington, June 2. The Indian
zona, under the name of Arizona, will appropriation bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June
be left out entirely.
30, 1907, which will become law conConference Report Submitted to
tains the following items of Interest to
Senate.
New Mexico:
Special to the New Mexican.
2.
Senator
June
Albuquerque School.
Washington,
chairman of the joint conferFor support and education of 300
ence committee on the Hamilton state- Indian pupils at the Indian "school at
hood bill today presented the report Albuquerque, New Mexico, $50,100.
of the committee In the Senate. The For pay of superintendent of said
territories of New Mexico and Arizona school, $1,800.
are permitted to vote separately upon For improvements to water supply,
the question of joint statehood, pro- $3,500; general repairs and improvevided the amendment Introduced by ments, $5,000; in all $60,400.
Senator Foraker is added and adopted
Santa Fe School.
by the Senate. The amendment was
For support and education of 300 Infirst Introduced last year and
dian pupils at the Indian school a!
by Senator Foraker this year. Santa Fe, New Mexico, $50,100.
It provides that the constitution of the
For
of 'Superintendent at said
state shall be submitted separately to school pay
$1,800. y
an election of the people on NovemFor water supply, $1,500; for genber 6, 1906. If the majority of the
eral repairs and improvements, $5,000;
people of New Mexico or Arizona sep- for bakery, $1,000; for addition to
arately vote against the constitution warehouse, $2,000; In all, $61,400,
the latter fails and there will foe no
"For pay of one special attorney for
statehood for them. The conference
the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico,
committee, accepted tne first Foraker one thousand five hundred
dollars;
amendment without change. Senator
"And for necessary traveling and InPatterson and Representative Moon. cidental
expenses of said attorney,
Democratic members on the conference five hundred
dollars;
committee object to the adoption of
"In all, two thousand dollars.
the Foraker amendment and in this re"That the sum of twenty thousand
spect did not agree with the majority dollars, or so much thereof as
may be
or tne committee.
necessary, shall be appropriated, out
Will Eliminate Rate Bill Differences of any money'in the
treasury not otherwise appropriated, to construct an
Today.
afternoon additional building to the Indian school
Washington, June
session of the railroad rate conference at Santa Fe, New Mexico, the building
will eliminate the differences between to toe used for a dining room and other
the Senate and the House on that purposes."
"For general incidental expenses of
measure, according to the prediction
of the conferees. - There is practically the Indian service In New iMexico, inbut one Senate amendment yet to be cluding traveling expenses of agents,
Is the one requiring one thousand dollars."
disposed
the giving of five days notice before
Albuquerque Should Be Thankful.
the issuance of an injunction setting Special to The New Mexican.
aside an order of the commission.
Washington, June 2. Speaker CanThere is no question but what a pro. non this forenoon
signed the bill invision lor the notice will be made, it troduced
by Delegate Andrews and
la said, hut arguments are being ad' passed by tooth houses
granting the
vanced-t- o
show that this matter should City of Albuquerque a tract
of 640
be left to the discretion of the court. acres or iana ror
public park purposes.
Limits Liabilities of Railroads.
Washington, June 2. The Senate MINERS ATTEND TO
ROUTINE BU8INESS
yesterday passed the hill limiting the
liability of railroad companies for Injury to employes, hut Senator Daniel Denver. Colo.. June 2. Routine mat
gave notice of a motion to reconsider ters occupied the session of the West
the rote which, If it prevails, will ern Federation of Miners today.
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Los Angeles, Cal., June 2. A speMadrid, Juno 2. Those killed by
tho bomb exploslou of May 31st now cial to the Times from Naco says:
number twenty-four- .
The ball which
"E. E. Kddlngton, principal of the
was to have been given at the palace s'tinoln of f'.aminpa. nrrlved hfire last
this evening has been abandoned ow- night from the scene of the riot. Ho
ing to the general mourning and a re- said :

wt

ception has been substituted.
Tho British embassy has intervened
in behalf of Robert Hamilton, an Englishman, arrested ou suspicion of being connected with the outrage aud
he probably will be released as it
seems to bo n case of mistaken identity.
The street fetes continue.
Hamilton at Liberty.
Madrid, June 2. Robert Hamilton,
the English bomb throwing suspect,
has been released.

"'Grorgo Melcalf, the head of the
development, department of the Cana-neConsolidated Copper Company and
William Mi'tenlf are the only Ameri- ri fjtr an
oiilrl learn.
f.in Miter!
They were .shut by Mexicans While
protecting the company's property. Between twenty-fivand fifty Mexicans
were killed in the fighting.
Every
American is being armed. They are
gathering at the home of Colonel
Green and In a Presbyterian Church
and are determined to make a stand.
iFlve thousand Mexicans are on a
strike on the Green Copper property,
BRIDAL PARTY
demanding higher wages. They are
IN YACHT RACE very defiant, marchlne throuch the
streets, and only waiting the appearHoneymoon Boat Far Ahead With Fair ance of an anarchist flan to attack
Woman at the Helm.
i
every Mexican and American In Cana- JAMES A. CARROLL.
nea wno does not join them. They
New York, June 2. The woman are making threats to destroy the en- Superintendent ,Mescalero Reservation.
skipper in the ocean yacht race, to tiro camp and exterminate every Amer
whose sailing her male competitors so ican in it.
strenuously objected becnusn of the
Are Using Dynamite.
'I judge that thev are not well bud- alleged danger to her, got a good start
and proved that she was the most plied with arms, but they have
enough
alert sailor in the race.
to put up a terrible fight against solThree yachts left Gravesen 1 nav for diers or Americans.
They have althe
run to Bermuda for the ready dynamited several Blaces and I
Sir Thomas Lipton $1,000 cup the fear the homes of all Americans will
Lila, the Tamerlane, and the Gauntlet. be dynamited."
It is on the latter that Georgj W. RobWants Uncle Sam's Aid.
inson and his bride are making the
Washington, June 2. The state detrip fcr fame and the prize.
partment has received a most urgent
The Gauntlet is alone far out in the telegraph aoDeal for heln fmm tho
because of a serious accident American consul at Galbraith at Cana- Under Superintendent James A. Carroll's' Efficient Admi- ocean,
to the Lila, and the consequent stupid
nea, Mexico, in which the consul says:
tutning Lack of ithe Tamerlaae. The
Aid from the United States Is ah- nistration, Successful Agriculture and Stock Raising
Gauntlet was making swift time with solutely essential."
Pursued by Indians Ekcelfeht School Facilities;
brisk breezes slapping her sails, and
The state department also iwo.ived
unless the searching part sent out to- a direct
application from the gover
night by the Brooklyn Yacht Club over- nor or the state of
Sonora, Mexico,
lines can be no better shown than to takes her and the Robinsons consent
Mescalero, June 1.
for help from the American sMo a
from
a
article
quote
to
published
recently
return
and start anew, the Gauntlet most
to the New
Special Correspondence
extraordinary occurrence.
The
'on the subject by Prof. John A. Oaig, will win the trophy. .
"
"...
;
Mexican;
airect appeal was the subject of hasty
who has charge of the Texas' ExperiThe
to
the
Lila
mishap
occurred
consultations today between, the
The work of civilizing the Indian is mental Station and was formerly Pro.
near Sa;-4Mook an.l the Tau
lane
of State.
tiften discouraging, even to the)not
ftaor of Animal Husbandry ...In the reJucoi &r stills aiw
were
ijutir yawi'
dler General Bell, and the law officers
patient, and particularly Is ima so University' of Wisconsin:"
towed bnck to the starting point at or tne war
Live
wiith the'wtbes of .the Southwest
department, In as much as
'This Reservation was set aside In Bensonhurst." The Llia's main mast the
of the right of the United
question
most refractory of all. But no tribe 1873
'Presiwas blown away, and her skipper, Stales to
by the executive order of
send troops into a friendly
has made greater advances in ittois dident Grant for the use of the Indians, R. D. Floyd, reefed immediately. Rear state is in
doubt.
rection during the last few yeara than of
which there are at present about Commodore Frank Maler, of the New
has the Mesoatero Apache, under the 450.
Americans to the Rescue.
The title is vested in the United Rochelle Yacht Club, owner and skipefficient supcrlutendency of James A.
Douglas. Ariz.. June 2 Rihm.
States' and there are no allotments. per of the Tamerlane, saw the Lila's
Carroll. These Indians are making It
acres in Uie north- distress and reduced saila. The Gaunt-lot- , Ysabel, of the State of Sonora, arrived
474,240
comprises
wonderful progress In agriculture anil
at Naco at 7:30 o'clock this morning.
east portion of Otero County, New
which had so rapidly sailed out to
stock raising, and, what is even more
He immediately gave orders that all
Mexico, in the southern portion of that sea with honeymoon party, could not
armed Americans who were there from
gratifying, take an active and increasand lies mostly in the Sac- be located.
Territory,
ing interest in educational matters.
Bisbee, Douglas and all parts of Ari
ramento and White Mountains. It Is
zona, accompany him to Cananea. The
In these that the six main creeks' and
Their Word as Agriculturists.
TO ASSASSINATE
Americans organized and
As regards their work m agricul- streams that traverse the Reservation
of Captain Tim Rynnlng, a former
cap- THEODORE
on
ROOSEVELT
advancement
these
their
(Continued
turists,
Page Three.)
along
mm ot ,me Kougn Riders, left with the
governor on a special train for CanaPlot Said to Have Been Discovered in nea.
Portland, Oregon, Through
There were 450 men In the party.
Word from Cananea this Tmrninv 00
Fight.
two Americans, George
and William
Portland, Ore., June 2. As the out-- : Metcalf, were killed yesterday. Ten
come of the arrest of a Pole In this Mexicans, one a
child, were killed. The
city for assault upon several Russians, number of wounded la nhnnt
.nvuij,
the local detectives have learned of Colonel Kosterlitzky,
commander of
the existence here of a large body ot the Sonora
gendarmerie, arrived at
Russian nihilists, who it is alleged Cananea last evening. He Immediate
have plotted the assassination of Pres- ly proceeded against the
armed strikident Roosevelt, simply awaiting the ers and the ringleaders fled to the
accumulation of sufficient funds "before mns. Everything is
quiet tnla mornsending a deputation to Washington to ing and the situation appears well in
carry out the scheme. The Polo who hand.
claims to have been threatened with Root Sends Message to Ambassador.
death, severely beat several of the
Washington, D. C, June 2. Secreplotters and was arrested.
He was tary Root sent the following message
acquitted and then told the storv of today to Ambassador Thorn nan ri in thA
rhe .plot.
City of Mexico:
"Galbraith, consular agent at Cananea, telegraphs that American, MM.
MUKDEN IS NOW
zens are being murjered and
property
AN OPEN PORT destroyed by dynamite at that point
biiu bsks ior immediate assistance.
The press dispatches this morning reOccasion Was Generally Celebrated
port that strike riots resulted In a
Japanese Will Now Extend Privl-- ;
race conflict between the Mexicans
lege to Tairen.
and Americans. Bring this to the atTokio, June 2. Mukden was formal-- i tention of the Mexican fiYlTArn man t
ly opened yesterday to international and ask that prompt and effective conH. 4. ANDERSON.
trol be taken to protect our American
Successful Banker and Skilled Fisherman of Otero County's Beautiful Chief trade. The occasion was widely
citizens.
The
Say to the Mexican governauthorities
are
busy
Town.
drafting harbor regulations for Tair- ment if the matter appears to be of a
ot the Railway Commission to examine the en, the new Japanese name for Port serious onaracter, as all dispatches
H. J, Anderson, president
seem to Indicate, that the government
Bank
National
First
of Aiamogordo, books and acooupts of the several Pa- Dalny, and as soon as they are com- of the United
States would bo. ela1 nf
cific railroads. Upon severing his con- pleted the port will be opened to InOtero County, a financial Institution
nection with the civil service, he en- ternational trade. Japan proposes to any suggestion from the government
or Mexico as to the course 'which we
which has been safely and successfully
gaged in "banking in Scranton, Penn- develop the commercial value of Tairmay take to prevent a violation of Inconducted under his management, is sylvania, until he came to New Mex- en to the greatest possible extent.
ternational obligations on the part of
a native of New York City and was ico in 1899 to establish the First Naour citizens to help in securing prompt
Bank
tional
of
Otero
Aiamogordo,
educated in public and private .schools
PATTERSON FOR
peace and safety."
In the metropolis.
After finishing a County. He became a citizen and propWar Department Was Alarmed.
In
owner
the
beautiful county
TENNESSEE GOVERNOR
commercial education he commenced erty
Washington, June 2. The war de
active bnslness life as a den in a seat of Otero County and is one of its
bank conducted by his fath.w on Wall leading and most public spirited citi- Democratic State Convention Adjourns partment was seriously perturbed by
a nress renort staMne thai. Mafor
After Four Day session Hannah
Street. During the Civil War he en- zens. The bank Is at present under
for Commissioner.
Walls, the commander ot Fort Hua- tered the Federal Army and served his active management and Is one of
ble In the Territory especially In Its
Nashville, Tenn., June 2. The state chuca nan started for rananpn. witti
meritoriously until its close; after the
Democratic convention adjourned sine- - a force of American troops, leaving
war he became connected Tvlth the southern part. .
civil service In the Treasury Depatt-men- t
The cut of the photograph of Mr. An- die at 2:30 o'clock this morning after the government to pass on the legal!
A tele
and was appointed bank examin- derson as given above shows him Just being In session for four days. Con- ty of the move afterwards.
er and receiver in the Bureau of the after he had secured a four pound gressman M. R. Patterson was unani eram sent hastily aSkincr for a confir
Comptroller of the Treasury; he held trout while fishing In. one of the mously nominated for governor and matlon of the report and recalling
this posltiofi for fifteen years and per- streams on the Mescalero Reservation Hon. H. H. Hannah, the present adju- Walls If he had really started was
formed its duties satisfactorily
and east of Aiamogordo. The picture tant general for railroad commissioner. sent. It was discovered that the report was unfounded and great relief
efficiently; during his term of service, speaks for itself. Mr. Anderson Is an
was felt here.
he had charge of four national bunks enthusiastic
hunter and fisherman
LONOWORTHS GO TO EUROPE.
as receiver and brought the affairs of and finds much gratification In pursuNo Report at General Offices.
New York, June 2. Representative
these institutions to a ' final close. ing hunting and fishing during the sea- Nicholas Longworth and Mns. Long- New York, June 2. At the offices
Thereafter he served for some time as son in the Sacramento Mountains In worth sailed for Bnglnand today on of the Greene Copper Company In this
'
expert examiner of the U. S. PaclQo Buoiciu uiero uouniy.
city It was said today that no infor- j the steamer St. Louis.
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Speclul to the New Mexican.
Raton, June 2. Governor Hagerman
and party arrived here last evening
and were received by a committee from
the Commercial Club. The Governor
was escorted to the Van Houten residence at which ho will be a guest
during his stay In the Gate City. At
8 o'clock, the Governor and party repaired to the Scaberg Coliseum which
was the picture of fairy land,
with hundreds
of electric
bulbs, swinging in Japanese lanterns.
Hon. Jeremiah Leahy introduced the
Governor in a striking address. A
public reception followed, the Governor shaking hands with thousands of
people.
Governor's Forceful Speech,
Like a clarion call to battle was
the brief address of Governor Hagerman last evening to two thousand peo-plthat crowded the Seaberg Coliseum
at Raton. It was straight from the
shoulder and there can be no mistake
as to its meaning as the opening gun
of the coming statehood campaign. Af
ter complimenting Raton and its people upon their prosperity and enterprise, he urged its citizens to accept
statehood in the form that Congress
will offer it. He sought to persuade
his hearers that It would not be short
of folly to reject the great boon after
praying and working for It over half
a century. He believed that New
Mexico will accept joint statehood and
that Arizona too, after becoming better acquainted at the constitutional
convention at Santa Fe with New
Mexico progress, would forget its pre
judices and its disdain for its neigh
bors and decide to come In with New
Mexico as a state. He concluded with
a strong appeal for a
con
stitutional convention.
He referred
to the causes of party lines and factions within factions as bringing good
or 111, but whether good or 111, they
should be obliterated when selecting
the most able nd the most uprignt
men to formulate the state constitu-Ur.'- i
vhiris to be a morounent
wisdom 'oT his generation. He
urged the voters to do their full duty
to the commonwealth and promised to
do his, as far as was In his power. The
frequent applause that swept from gallery to orchestra, if It did not. indi
cate perfect agreement with the speaker's views, yet showed that his sin
cerity and earnestness were appreciated.
Brilliant Ball a Feature.
The ball which followed the closing
of the Governor's speech was a very
brilliant affair. In fact, the Coleslum
was crowded, although the ball room
Is very large. The ladies were beautifully dressed and very handsome.
The event was indeed of a very dazzling and grand appearance.
Today the Governor and party attended toy a committee from the Raton Commercial Club, were taken In
a special train to the coal
camps In
the vicinity. This evening there will
be a society reception, dance and banquet at the rooms of the Commercial
Club to which prominent
people of the
city and vicinity have been Invited.
Tomorrow an automobile trip will be
taken to Sugarite Canon and the Johnson Mesa.
u
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LOST TICKET
FOR WEDDING TRIP

i

j

j

L03 Angeles, Cal., June 2. Captain
H. D. Ryus of the White Garage, near-

ly missed a trip east last night which
is destined to be an epoch in his life.
In Topeka, Kansas, a handsome young
woman is anxiously counting the hours
until her name Is to be changed. The
captain had planned to start for Topeka early last evening. While in the
Lankershim Cafe yesterday morning
he lost a wallet containing his ticket
and $250 Intended for the 'trip.
Two hours later, while attending to
some business in the garage which he
owns, he missed the wallet Retracing his steps he found it Intact where
It had fallen from his pocket. He
started east last night.
.
matlon of the fighting at the copper
camp at Cananea has been received.
Trouble Well In Hand, Says Greene.
New York, June 2. George S. Rob-- ,
Ins, the secretary of the Greene Consolidated Copper Company today received a telegram from W. C. Greene,
the president, from Cananea, Mexico,
in which he says:
"The furnaces and mines are all
closed down today on account of rioting among the Mexicans. The authorities are giving every protection
possible. The Mesa lumber yard was
burned and Mr. Metcalf and brother
weTe killed while defending the property. Eleven Mexicans were killed
during the disturbance and the number of wounded is unknown. The gov- ernor with troops will arrive this morning. We have the situation well in
band. The smelting and concentrating
plants are uninjured. The trouble was
Incited by a' socialistic organization,"
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MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.

SANTA FE

PAGE TWO.
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THAT THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW.
the following editorial items from
The New Mexican
various contemporaries concerning its recent enlargement and that the
'
THE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
people mav know :
PERCY F. KNIGHT Sec'y and Treas,
MAX. FROST, Editor.
"The Santa re iew Mexican has been enlarged and otherwise
Its value for territorial news has long been appreciated."
Times.
EutorcJ as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofllce.
The truth is always welcome.
Thanks friend
4.00
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. ..
Dally, six months, by mall
2.00
$ .25 Dally, three months, by mail
Daily, per week, by carrier
"On Monday of last week the Santa Fe New Mexican was enlarged
2.00
1.00 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by carrier
size
from a
1.00
in
six
month
75
mall
paper to seven column. This improvement
Dally, per montih, by
Weekly,
75 marks another
7.50 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, one year, by mail
epoch in the prosperity and usefulness of the oldest paper
in New Mexico. With more than forty years of striving for the upThe New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It, Is sent to
building of the great Sunshine Territory, the foremost journal of New
every postofllce In the Territor, and has a large an J growing circulation
Mexico for years, the New Mexican reviews the past and looks forward
the
of
Southwest,
among the intelligent and progressive people
to the future as does a groat master, looking over the achievements of a
life. The story of the success of the Capital newspaper is best
told in the following editorial which appeared in Monday's issue." Raton
jLAer
Range.
The above is from the Raton Range and coming from so clean, able
and newsy a journal is certainly fully appreciated by the New Mexican.
COUNTY VOTERS.
GOOD ADVICE TO ROOSEVELT
The editorial of this paper which was quoted by the Range in connection
the coming campaign in with the above is omitted.
and
situation
the
political
Concerning
&
&
Roosevelt County, the Texico Trumpet addresses the Republicans of;
that section in very timely and pertinent language which should be heedNew
Mexican has enlarged and the veteran editor is
"The Santa Fe
ed by them. The New Mexican, which for forty years of its existence, to be
on
the
present improved appearance of the paper.
congratulated
the
has been staunchly Republican and is so today, is glad to
The New Mexican appears to keep up with the march of progress at all
article, approving it and hoping that the Republicans of Roosevelt Coun- times, even if it is the most abused journal in the Territory." Colfax
heed
ty, who, according to the Trumpet are steadily on the increase, will
County Stockman.
act
the
and
it
Says
accordingly.
Trumpet.
it, profit by
Thank you The New Mexican will continue to do its duty by the
"Js the Democratic primary to be held in .Tune in Roosevelt County
people of the Sunshine Territory and future Sunshine State as it has done
to be an election?
for over forty years. It will improve whenever and wherever there is a
"The writer has yet to meet the Democrat, except possibly where chance, as
improvement is always necessary in all affairs upon this munhe is seeking admission to office, who will not admit that approximately dane
this will be constant and steady on the part of this paper.
sphere;
evenly balanced opposing political parties lead to the choice of better The New Mexican docs not expect ever to reach perfection, but it will
qualified candidates for office and the election of more efficient servants aspire towards that goal and do the utmost in its power. In the meanof the people.
time the Colfax County Stockman will please accept the thanks of this
"What Roosevelt County wants is efficiency in the conduct of her
paper.
business affairs.
The volume of county business required to be transtit
!t
$
acted demands the time and the attention of those who assume to manage
"The more the merrier," is a good saying, especially when the ediit. Where three or more individuals seek a nomination to the same of- torial comments
tire in the right direction and of a gratifying characfice at a primary, the choice of a majority of the people is seldom or never
ter ns is the ense in the following from a recent issue of the Silver City
the result; and yet, according to the usual custom, the voter who partiEnterprise, the well known and bright Republican paper published in
cipates in such primary is charged with the mandate to vote for the Grant
County's thriving county seat. The Enterprise says:
choice of the primary, no matter how objectionable to him such choice
from a six column
Santa Fe New Mexican has been
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DANGER

SATURDAY,
IN

DELAY,

Diseases Are Too Dangerous
for Santa Fe People to Neglect.
The great danger of kidney troubles
Is that they get a firm hold before the
sufferer recognizes them. Health Is
Back ache,
gradually undermined.
headache, nervousneas.lameness soreness, lumbago, urinary troubles, dropsy, diabetes and Brlght's disease follow In merciless succession. Don't
neglect your kidneys. Cure the kidneys with the certain and safe remedy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which has
cured peoplo right here in Santa Fe.
of San
Charles Harris,
Miguel Street, says: "The aching
across the small of my back was not
the kind that comes from overwork, it
was deeper seated and much more
painful, positively proving to me that
some inward cause existed. When an
attack was in the aggravated stage, I
could not stoop to put on a shoe or
lift any weight and If I managed to
stoop after suffering twinges when I
excruciating
to
went
straighten
pangs wore sure to bo my reward.
Doan's Kidney Pills procured at Ire-land's Pharmacy stopped every ag- gravated attack."
For sale by all dealers. Trice 60
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan'fi and
take no other.

''The

GENERAL

AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO FOR

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

PENN MUTUAL

PA.

OF PHILADELPHIA,
Purely a Mutual Insurance

JVational

SiPllf

Co.,

Surety

.

Company.

of flew York

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

Oat of

the Best Hotels

k the West

Foster-Milbur-

CuMne and Table Service Uoercelkd

Lfg Sunplt Rooms fee CooaMfdal

BOSTON AND RETURN.
May 31st to June 8th, via the Santa';
Fe, $60.65, dates of sale May 31st to
June 9th, Rood for return passage until July 15th. Call on agentr, of the
H. S. LUTZ,

Q THE

Agent.

Santa Fe, N.

TfaYclcn.

MACOMB & GABLE, Proprietors.

Santa Fe for particulars.

L

M.

Deafness Cannot be Cured

r

5

A

they pnnnnt rearh
by lncul appllnatlntu),
the rlUraami portion of the enr. Tbera I only
and that It by
Hcafncm
one nay to cure
ennatltutional remnllm. )5afne l mimM '
of
the rimwnm II n
condition
Inflamed
nn
by
Ins of the Kuntnrhian Tube. When thli tube
iiTnttnnini you hare a rumbling sounder
tmprfect hearing and when it l entirely
the
doted, Deafnenn la the result, and union
Inflammation can betaken ntitnnd thin tube
restored to ltn normal condition, hearing will
be destroyed forever! nine onaea out of ten
are eauaed by Catarrh, which la nothlnc but
an Inflamed cot dltlon of the mueoua surfaces.
We rlil give One Hundred Dollars for any
ease of Deafneaa (cauaed by catarrh! that
cannot be ourod by Hall's Catarrh cure

enlarged
page paper and the columns have also been
eight
"Under all circumstances, it is inconceivable how the primary of
lengthened, increasing the reading matter thirty per cent. The New
the largely dominating party in our county will not result in some un- Mexican
evidently believes in keeping abreast of the times, and indeed
satisfactory nominations, and it seems well therefore that the people of from
appearances, a little ahead of them as it is doubtful if any
present
the whole county may yet have an opportunity to give an expression of
in
with an equal number of readers, has a daily newspaper Send for circulars, free.
the
country
city
F. J CHKNKT A CO., Toledo, O.
their choice at the November election.
of such metropolitan appearance as has Santa Fe."
Sold by Driwfflata, TO.
result
Democratic
from the
"If unsatisfactory nominations
Take Hall's Family PUle for constipation.
primary
in June it would seem that the duty of the people is plain. They should
THE LOCATION OF THE MARY JAMES MISSION SCHOOL.
SUMMER TOURIST RATES.
put out opposition candidates. We have no doubt but that there are
Santa Fc to Denver, Colorado Springs
New Mexican for a year past has Urged speedy action on the
The
comparatively few members of the Republican party in Roosevelt County,
and Pueblo via the Denver & Rio
of the people of this city to make sure of the location of the Mary
Grande. Tickets on sale June 1st to
yet it is certain that they are becoming more numerous, and in greater part
James Mission School here as per program heretofore adopted by the September 30, final limit October 31st
ratio than the increase of membership of the Democratic party.
Board of Home Missions. The sum of $1,000 is necessary Stopovers allowed north o Pueblo In
"Nothing was ever gained by a surrender without an effort. Mem- Presbyterian
for
of
a
the purchaso price for the Ellis lots in the northern part either direction. To Denver and repart
bers of the Republican party who would deem themselves in any dePueblo and return
of this city, which have been selected as the location for the school. The turn $22.55. To
$17.55. To Colorado Springs and regree bound to support the nominees of the Democratic primary should
lots will cost $3,500 and the Board of Home Missions will defray $1,500 turn $19.55.
therefore refuse to participate in it. They should take no stock in any
is to raise the remaining $1,000. A few days
F. H. M'BRIDE, Agent.
statements that there will not be an opposition ticket in the field. They of this amount, Santa Fe
and
to
raise
this
New
Mexican
started
list
a
the
$1,000
subscription
should hold themselves free to vote for the candidates whom they know ago,
UNKNOWN FRIENDS.
was quite successful on the first day. This list has been turned over to
to be best qualified to perform the duties required of them in the offices
There are many people who have
the Board of Trade of this city, which body has "gotten a move on."
Cholera
thev seek to fill."
used Chamberlain's
Colic,
The necessary subscriptions can be secured in short order with proper and Diarrhoea Remedy with splendid
work and a fair amount of energy. The matter is of great importance results, but who are onknown beWHITE OAKS AND ITS SCENIC BEAUTIES.
to this city and should not be allowed to lag: As a pointer the New cause they have hesitated about giv
The White Oaks Outlook exploits the beautiful and charming scening a testimonial of their experience
Mexican republishes the following from the Albuquerque Citizen
for publication. These people, howevery that surrounds the pretty little town in which it is published in
the case:
er, are none the less friends of this
What it says concernEnglish and in fine descriptive language.
"The Optic says that the people of Santa Fe are making a deter- remedy, They have done much toward
ing White Oaks and the surrounding mountain country is true. The mined effort to secure the
Mary James Mission School for boys, which making it a household word by their
editorial is so well written and puts the matter in such good shape that
will mean the expenditure of at least $50,000 in buildings alone. It is personal recommendations to friends
it should be read by every citizen of the Territory and by thousands and
and neighbors. It is a good medicine
necessary for the Capital folk to put up $1,000 to make sure of the school. to have in the home and Is widely
thousands of tourists. Says the Outlook.
"Mrs. Trnnkey, of Pennsylvania, prominently identified with the known for its cures of diarrhoea and
"White Oaks, though possessed of the finest climate in the world
home missionary work of the Presbyterian Church of which all forms of bowel trouble. Tor sale
has no ambition to become ft dumping ground for tuberculosis germs, but woman's
work Mrs. James has long been the head and in whose honor the proposed by all druggists.
it does invite summer outing parties from the cities during the heated school
has been named recently spent a couple of months in Albuquerque.
LOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N M.
term, and can accommodate all that come. It can give them cool
before leaving she stated to a representative of the Citizen that the
Just
Via the Santa Fe Railway.
refreshing breezes all through the months of July and August, without board is
From Denver, Colorado Springs and
becoming weary of the delay upon Santa Fe's part, in securing
the constant rains experienced in the higher mountain altitudes. It
the necessary grounds for the institution, and that a considerable feeling Pueblo tho Santa Fe will sell tickets
can furnish beautiful canons shaded with giant firs, and gurgling springs
is growing amongst those having in hand the construction of the school, at one fare for the round trip. Dates
of pure, soft, cool water, and wild, rugged scenery, as well as pleasant
of sale June 5, 12, 11, 19, 26; July 10,
to place it at Albuquerque, where the church has ample grounds in con19, 20, 21, 22, 27, 31; August 7, H,
In fact
slopes and enchanting vistas to those of romantic tendencies.
nection with the Menaul school.
21, 23, 24, 28; September 3, 18, 25, 27,
there is enough of ideal beauty, and charm, and inspiration, and cool,
has taken no steps to cultivate the feeling referred 28, 29; Odtober 2, 9, 16; limit 30 days
"Albuquerque
miles
two
of
to
nooks
this
little
furnish
within
hamlet
shady
pleasant
to, because the offer was first made to Santa Fe, and only when that city from date of sale. For particulars insurprises, and recreation for a thousand pleasure seekers, and make life confesses
quire of any agent, Santa Fe.
inability to comply with the conditions would it he at all proper
H. S. LUTZ,
during the hot summer months, one grand, sweet song. Board and lodg- tor
to
m
intervene
any way.
Albuquerque
Santa Fe, N. M.
ing can be had at reasonable rates, or you can bring your gasoline stove,
o
steamer and frying pan and make yourselves at home. What is said of
Paul Morton, who is well and favorably known to many New Mexi- THE VERY BEST REMEDY FOR
White Oaks can be emphasized with equal force for many other sections
BOWEL TROUBLE.
cans, has been
president of the Equitable Life Assurance Soof Lincoln County, especially along the eastern side of the White MounMr. M. F. Borroughs, an old and
ciety, one of the "big three" insurance companies of the country. Mr. well known resident of Buffton, Ind.,1
tains where the running streams lend additional charm."
Morton is the right man in the right place and the stock holders did well. says: I regard Chamberlains Colic,
o
could not have chosen a better man. Since he took charge of the Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
They"
A recent dispatch from Washington says that it is proposed to keep
affairs of the company about a year ago, a vast improvement has taken very best remedy for bowel trouble. I
the Congressional Delegates from New Mexico and Arizona and county
after having
in its mangement and its business has been honestly and efficiently make this statement
used the remedy In my family for
officials in office for two years from November next should the two place
conducted.
Paul Morton is all right.
several years. I am never without
territories turn down the joint statehood proposition at the election this
'
o
It." This remedy is almost sure to
fall at which the question is to be submitted to the voters and should
"The people of Santa Fe are making a determined effort to secure be needed before the summer Is over.
not buy it now and be prepared
they not adopt the propositions in the Hamilton joint statehood bill the
Mary James Mission School for boys, which will mean the expenditure Why
for such an emergency? For sale by
after its passage. The man who proposed this plan is shrewd and
of at least $50,000 in buildings alone. It is necessary for the Capital folk
all druggists.
sword in actually carrying
although it may cut like a
to put up $1,000 to make sure of the school."
Las Vegas Optic.
it out. It might help the cause of joint statehood on one hand while on
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
The necessity will be met. The sum is nearly subscribed owing to
the other it might prove detrimental, as numbers of officials now in office
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
the exertions of the New Mexican and the Santa Fe Board of Trade. The
June 1st to September 80th the
might work against the adoption of a constitution in order to retain New Mexican started the
subscription list and the Board of Trade kept Santa Fe will sell tickets to Denver
their jobs. This would not be very patriotic but then it would be human
it going.
and return at tho rate of $22.50; Colonature and there is lots of that in New Mexico as well as elsewhere. The
rado Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, $17.55.
New Mexican is inclined to believe that such an amendment, if adopted,
Tickets on sale dally and are good for
are
taken
for
the
of
a
at
national
bank
being
Steps
organization
would do the joint statehood cause more good than harm. At any rate no
the new town of Orogrande in Otero County. Another instance showing return passage until October j)lst.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
matter what the provisions of the bill, let it pass and submit it to the peoconclusively that the people of New Mexico are being ruined by excesSanta Fe, N. M.
ple of the two territories for expression of their opinion. It is high time
sive, burdensome and unjust taxation. New banks always start in a
such
done.
were
that
country where such is the case. This is well established by history, If you know the value of Chamberlain's Salve you would never wish to
according to the yellow dog newpapers in the Sunshine Territory.
be without It. Here are some of the
Commenting upon the course of one of the Democratic weekly papers
diseases for which it is especially val
in Eddy County, the Carlsbad Argus pertinently and timely remarks:
Another straw indicating the continued prosperity and growth of uable: Sore nipples, chapped hands,
"The Current editor, in a
week
reads the
editorial, this
Territory is the incorporation of towns and villages in various sec- burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic
the native voters of the Territory out of both parties. Perhaps the editor
tions of the Territory. Some of the recently incorporated towns' have sore eyes, Itching piles, tetter salt
rheum and eczema. Price 25 cents
of the Current will learn from experience that politics in New Mexico
but a short existence, but their people have faith in their sta- per box. For sale
by all druggists,
are conducted along different lines than they are at his old home, wher- enjoyed
bility and growth and hence the incorporation movements have been
ever that may be. The Argus will have something to say to the brother in
TO CLOUDCROFT.
successful.
its next issue; and in the meantime perhaps he will hear from other
A 8ummer Resort in Our Own Terrl-- I
papers of the press of the Territory. As a reformer the editor of the
tory.
It is reported from St. Petersburg that Czar Nicholas does not know, Commencing .Tune
Current is indeed streuuous."
1st, good for re-his
from
own
short experience with the Russian Douma, how turn September 29th, 1906, tho Santa!
judging
President Roosevelt gets along with the Congress of the United States. Fe Central Railway, in coooeetlon
It depends a good deal upon this year's congressional elections
This is not strange. At times it is surmised, that President Roosevelt, with tho E. P. & 8. W. Railway will
ns to what action will be taken in the short session of the present Consell round trip tickets at the low rate
does not know. '
of $14.05. For advertising matter deThe situation at this time strongly indi- mmseii,
gress on the tariff question.
scriptive of Clouderoft, call on or adcates that a Republican majority in the House of Representatives will
Senator Dolliver, of Iowa, says "keep your money and your boy dress S. D. Orimshaw, General Pasbe elected in November of this year and that whatever revision of the
apart." The Senator evidently does not know much about New Mexico senger Agent.
tariff will be by its friends and in the House of its friends.
This is
The job in this Territory is to "keep your money and boy toboys.
what the country wants.
If your stocach troubles you do not
gether," as the latter seems to be a remarkably good hand at putting conclude there is no cure, for a great
tne two asunder.
many have been permanely cured by
Uncle Sam will give to the city of Albuquerque 640 acres of land
Chamberlain's stomach and Liver Tabto be used as a public park.
The bill was introduced and pushed
Colonel William Jennings Bryan is to pay a visit to the Russian lets. Get a tree sample at any drag
and give them a trial. They also
through the 59th Congress by the work of Delegate W. H. Andrews. It Douma. The question is can he give that legislative body, pointers on store
cure constipation and biliousness.
is a beneficial measure for the city; nevertheless, the muck rakers and
and
in
constant
of
a
state
turbulent agitation, or can he
being unruly
yellow dog papers of the Duke City will continue to abuse and lie about learn something new in these lines for this country? It is hard to tell!
REAL ESTATE IARQAIN8.
Ton can get gome bargains hfthe
Delegate Andrews.,
'
0
:.'".v". r.':;-The Czar and the Russian Douma are getting along as nicely' as can real estate line right now by calling
estate dealers,
1 IL S. Senator Rayner, of Maryland, demands that the truth be told be expected when it is considered that one wants exactly the things the on the reliable real Office
west side
Hughes ft Delgado.
.
in the U. S. Senate, Mr Rayner seems to take a good deal upon himself. other does not.
of Plata.
to a seven column,
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American and European Plan. Commodious Sample RooniB. Steam
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Room n Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

.

Coionado Hotel
The Be3t 50c Rooms in tho Southwest.
Restaurant in Connection.
Short Orders Served Night and Day.
Regular Meals, 25c.
Serves First Class Spanish Dishes.
'
Everything in Season.
222 San Francisco St.
South Side Plaza.

con-corni-

very-goo-

G.

LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

SAflTA FE

SAfllTAPH

Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of TDisease.
TENT COTTAGES

CURE OF TUBERCULOSIS

THE

FOR

Diet and treatmont as approved by loading medical authorities. Personal study and attention given each ease. Separate hospital for fever
nod other patients.' For further particulars address,
DR. J. H. 8LOAN, Medical Director, SANTA FE, N. M.

Fresh Fruits in Season.

Fresh Flowers All the Time.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations.
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.

g,

two-edg-

Undertakers atd

Eabalaers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

two-colu-

.

& HOHTEHIE

DUDROW

Dtfdfow'i Office Btriltftfl
Day Telepooc 35.
LB.

THE

j

ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

AtsrtomolbllU
MAILT AND

STAGE COMPANY

The short line between Santa F.,
Albuquerque end all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
ud the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and mails at least 24 hours in
time in making these points; afro connecting at Torrance with the Rock Island system for oil points east ami

Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m, This is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mall, but under favor
able conditions, the trip Is made In
about half the time. Grips and hand
sachels carried, but cannot, handle
4

). W. STOCKARD, Manager, Ro&well, New Mexico.
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SATURDAY,

SANTA fK JS'EW MEXICAX, SANTA FE, X.M.

MESCALERO

TijC FIRST JIATIOJVAi.
OF SANTA

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS .
to handle
There
takes

APACHE

BAM

Ft.

propositions like this, and the man with
is no surer or safer Investment than good inside City Propery, but It
money
small capital is barred. Growing new tons, with conditions favorable to permanency afford an opportunity to the small investor to place his savings
where his money will earn a handsome profit, equal In proportion to that of his more fortunate brother with larger means. This chance la offered at

WILLARD

(Continued from Page One.)

Ths oldeit banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1170.
RUFU8 J. PALEN, Prssldsnt
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.

have their origin. The altitude of this
immense domain varies from 3,000 to
12,000 feet' ftbove the sea level. The
geological formation is mostly limestone, with some granite end sandstone. The grasses are mostly gramma,
Capital 1SO,OM,
Surplus ans Undivided Profits S5J)0t
both white and 'black, with some mosquito and wild oftta in sections. The
most of the Reservation' la covered
Transaots a general banking business In all Ita branches.
Loans
with a sparse growth of pine, of the
money on the moet favorable terme on all klnda of personal and colNorway variety, and the spruces. The
lateral security. Buya and eelle bonds and etocke In all markete for
gross grows abundantly, especially so
Its customers. Buys and sells domestlg and foreign exchange and
in the higher valleys anil where water
makes telegraphlo transfers of monay to all parts of the civilised
Is accessible; this with the shelter ot
world on as liberal terme aa ars given by any
the pines provides wplendld grazing
agency, publio or private. Intereet allowed on time depoelta at the
facilities for either islheep, cattle or
rate of three per cent per annum, on a elx month' or year's term.
horses. In the central portion of the
Liberal advancee made on eonelgnmenta of live stock and produots.
Reservation, near the headquarters,
Ths bank exscutss all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
there are many fertile canons which
alma to extend to them ae liberal treatment In all reepeets, aa la con- are successfully cropped with wheat
S eletent with eafety and the prlnolplee of eound banking. Safety De
and oats.
5 posit boxes for rent. The patronage of the publio la rsspeet fully so-"The farming of the Indians Is
6 iiolted.
mostly confined to these two crops,
because they are both staple crops' and
the Indians 'have abundant need of
both of them for ithelr own uses. Then
they are crops which experience has
proved to be of excellent quality and
certain in production under the eondltlons which prevail. At various times
Ml Baa FnuutitM sKreei.
the writer has seen unusually fine oats
grown In these canons; clean, largo
and plaimp with meat, and the wheat
also very promising. In going over
the Reservation the sight of splendid
fields of wheat and oats running up
small canons, aa well as large ones,
Weds
Raa, Wax, Featehr and Llnea
SlankeU, Sssketa,
and occupying every available acre of
h. .
Opals, Turqueleea, Gamete and Other Oema.-OUground was certainly a silent, but
Una.
MOTTO:
Te Have Ike Beet ef Everything In
all the more effective and positive
proof of the success of the present
agent, Mr. James A. Carroll, In encouraging the Indians to work and
farm. They are supplied with seed
and Implements, but even then con
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
stant encouragement and even much
UOSWELL, NKW MKXICO.
urging and, at times, direct command
must be given them to do .these things
THB MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
at the time they should lie done. All
Established an Supported by the Territory.
the work, plowing and seeding, as
well as Irrigating and harvesting, Is
EIGHT HEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
done by each Indian for himself, li
comand
and
.all
modern
New
furnishings
equipments
buildings,
Colleges.
has required a steady effort on the
electric-lighteall conveniences.
baths, water-worplete;
of tlio several agents to keep the
part
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 1250 per session. Session la
Indians up to their ability in this dieach.
ot
weeks
thirteen
hree terms
rection', for there are times of waitine
in farming when ithe cultivator of the
ROS'WBLL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 (eet above
Sunshine every day (rom September to June.
soil must have faith. For instance, Mr.
Carroll had to do much urging to ulti
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M Reed, W. M. Atkinson, VI. A.
mately lead che Indians to see 'tlhat It
Plnlsy and E. A, Cahoon
was better to save some of tholr best
COL. J, W. WILLSOH, Supt,
For particulars address
oats and wheat for the next year's
a
seeding. Their policy was to sell
what they hod in hand or use It lavishly and let seed time lake care ot
Itself, even if they realize that they
must pay out the following spring for
seed several times the amount they
fc
These Celebiated Hot Springs are USse waters as been thoroughly test- were getting for ithelr own grain at
ed by ths miraculous curea attested to harvest time. To see, as the writer
located In the midst of the Ancient In the
following diseases: Paralysis, has, the splendid fields ot oats and
west
miles
JUff Dwellers, twenty-fivRheumatism, Nmiralgla, Consumption, Jjvheat in the canons and valleys
of Taos, and fifty mllea north of Santa Miliaria, Brlght's Disease of the Kid makes one realize that much hard
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affeo work has been done In farming by the
Fe, an about twolve miles from
Station on the Denver and Rto tloua, Scrofula, Catarrh, I Grippe, all Indians, and also that there lias been
Grande Railway, from which point a Feiital Complaints, etc., etc. Board, much harder work done by .the agent
and bathing $2.50 per day; $14 In persuasion and oversight and work
dally line of stages runs to the Bprlnga. lodging
The temperature fit these waters Is per wwk; $50 per mouth. Stage meets to secure such a gratifying ultimate
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe result.
Credit to Carroll and Stottler.
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet. Climate train upon request. This reoort Is at
tractive at all seasons and ie open all
While
himself
an
very dry and delightful the year
untiring
round. There Is now a commodious winter. Passengers for OJo Calient worker towards this end, Mr. Carroll
m
can
a.
9
at
Fe
Santa
leave
and
hotef for the convenience of Invalids
gives freely much of the credit of this
and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Calient at 4 .. m. the same result to Captain Stottler, one of his
J1 'are for round
trip from Santa predecessors, In the following words
1.SS8.24 grains ot alkaline salts to the day.
Fe to OJo Callente, $7.40. For further from a recent
report: 'Considered as
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
address
a tribe, however, the Mesoalero ApBprlngs In the world. The efficacy of particulars,
ache is more nearly civilized than
any ot his western brethren, a fact
which will stand for all time as a
OjoCaliente. Taos County, N.Al. monument to the intelligence, energy
and perseverance of CapL Victor K.
3toltler, U. S.. Army, retired, who
compelled them to abandon itlhelr nomadic habits and adopt the pursuits
of civilized life.'
"While liberally according credit to
DEALER IN-F- INE
Captain Stottler, there is none the less
much to be given Mr. Carroll for his
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
persistent efforts to Induce the Indians
Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
to work ami the confidence he has in
OUR SPECIAWIES-O- ld
Crow, McBrayer
spired In them, and much must also be
Guekt nheltner Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
given to the loyalty of Captain Miller
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.
in supporting and assisting Mr. Car
roll In carrying out his plans. There
SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA
are 200 acres of wheat at the present
time and this is in very promising condition. The Indians, at the Instigation
of Mr. Carroll have contracted .to fur
nish 40,000 pounds of flour due them
at $2.50, a there is a flour mill near
the headquarters of the Reservation,
MANUFACTURER OF
There is at present a much larger acreDEALER IN
age of oats as the yield of thia year is
rjexicao Filigree
The
expected to reach 300,000 pound
Watnhfis. ffloiih JrwrIpv
average crop In former years has been
- 60,000 pounds,, so tlhat It is apparent
and Hani PaiHtei China.
that much progress haa been made.
As these crops can only be easily
Rttpalrof Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Nivalin Ruga and In- sown in the narrow canons and valdian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Ketatl.
leys, owing to the fact that most of
za. Sat ta Fe, N. M.
West Side
.
the Reservation Is of rolling and rough
contour, the effort in planting and
harvesting this crop cannot be ex
Mr.
pressed! by figures of acreage.
Carroll Is also making experiments
with potatoes, beans', onions, canta--

THE GATEWAY

Which has all the things necessary for the building of a good, substantial town, including water of good quality, abundant In quauUty at a depth of 35
feet below the surface, located In and tributary to the finest section of grazing country In the Southwest with agriculture in Its infancy; as fine an all
around climate as there is In the world, with a pushing, energetic class of citizens and two railroads, one the new A., T. & 8. F. Short Line to the
Pacific, Wlllard has made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance. Better come now. The towoslte la owned by

Willard Town and Improvement Company.

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vloe Pre
JOHN BECKER, Pros, and lieu. Mgr.
LOUI8 C. BECKER, Treasurer.
WM. ft. BURGER, Secretary.
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Aflent, Estancla, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalles, Manager ot The John Becker Co. Stores at Wlllard, haa charge of the sale ol lota In ths absence of Mr. Corbett.

g
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WHAT WE WILL, DO,
Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave,
Just call on us at our salon
At morn or eve or busy noon,
We'll curl and dress the hair with
grace,
We'll suit the contour ot your face.
Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
Our shop Is neat and towel3 are clean.
And everything we thine you'il find
To suit the taste ana please the mind
First class bath room, T. W. Robert's
O. IC. Barber Shop,
Salmon Block,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M.

-
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PROFESSIONAL
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get greater value for your
a better pound of coffee full
weight than he can sell you under any
other name. He cannot sell Avbuckles'
ARIOSA loose, by the pound out of a
bin or bag, because we supply it only in
sealed packages that you can identify
every time, which protect the coffee from
the (lust and impurities that loose coffee
absorbs and insure full weight. Coffee
exposed to the air loses its flavor,
strength and purity. You cannot tell
where it came from neither can the
grocer he may think he knows but he
doesn't, and all you can ever know is the
price ticket. It is worth remembering
that outward appearance is no Indication
of "cup" quality.
inunoy

steam-heate-

Grocers as a rule are honest, trustworthy men who would not consciously
mislead you. Whenever one of them

0J0 CALIEJiTE I(DT SPRINGS.

Bar-anc- a

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

P. F. HANLEY.

FE

J.

H. C.

Yontz

weh-

GOAL--

ho will not sell Arbuckles' ARIOSA
to us. We will supply you direct.

Yon will

$

e

Raton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton.
.$5.50
Good Commercial Baton Nut
5.00
.
Screened Domestic Lump," Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grate
and Cord Wood. ' All orders receive prompt and careful attention.

If your grocer docs not sell ARIOSA
let us send you a

advises you to take loose grocery store
coffee, instead of Arbuckles' ARIOSA,
he doubtless believes he is doing you a
favor, whereas he is really depriving you
of the most wholesome and delicious
beverage that you can buy, something
better than anything else he can sell you
for the price, The sales of Arbuckles'
ARIOSA Coffee exceed the sales of all
other package coffees in the United States
combined, and the business of Arbuckle
Bros, exceeds that of the four next largest
concerns in the world, simply because
the public actually receives better coffee
for thtir money in Arbuckles' ARIOSA
than they can buy in any other way.
Arbuckles' ARIOSA Coffee is good to
drink it quenches the thirst and tastes
good. Most people need it. It aids
digestion, increases the power and ambition to work and it makes onofeel like
doing things no after depression.
United States soldiers drink move coffee than the soldiers of any other nation.

r

original packages bearing the signature
of Arbuckle Bros, that entitles you to
free presents. Ten pounds ten packagesten signatures'. If you write for
it we will send free a book containing
full particulars and colored pictures of
nearly loo presents for users of Arbuckles' ARIOSA Coffee.
The price of coffee fluctuates we
cannot guarantee it for any period.
Address our nearest office, Box Dept.

Santa Fe

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney at law.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
OtUce, Sena Blk.
Palace Ave.
CHA3.

Tl

OPPr B:

QarOeid Ave., Near A., T. A S, F. Depot.

'Phone No.

89.

-

Pa.

.

a Specialty.

U. S. Land Office Practice,

New Mexico.

Clayton,

1s

d

gratifying
perhaps than numbers,
though, Is the fact that Inspector Chub-buca specialist In this line, who, on
a recent Inspection tour Ito the Reservation, pronounced these Sheep the
best Indian sheep he had seen in the
whole country. Horses and mules are
also extensively raised, the latter especially finding a good market.
Although Ithe Indians have not themselves taken advantage of the excellent
facilities for cattle raising, Mr. Carroll has inaugurated a system of grazing permits whereby cattle companies
may use a portion of the Reservation
for their cattle. This producesi an annual Income of $7,000, about on&half
of which Is distributed among the Indians per capita, the remainder being
used for the purchase of thoroughbred
rams, agricultural implements, etc.
Mr. Carroll should be given credit for
originality in the inauguration, of this
source of Income for the Indians. Although the grass has always grown
and the water has always flowed, seemingly none of his predecessors ever
thought of utilising these natural resources lm this manner, yet the cattle
of these same companies, who have
since paid for the privileges, a well
as those of others whose ranges were
near enough, had for years been in the
habit of wandering over and grazing
on the Reservation at will.
The Indian School.
Although Mr. Carroll has done much
for the advancement and uplifting of
the old Indians, his special pride and
what will always stand as a monument
to his untiring energy and devotion to
the cause Is the new school, the plant
having been entirely rebuilt under his
administration.
Having once been a
teacher himself, his Interest In educational matters has never ceased to be
keen. On seeing the place for the
first time, a little less than five years
ago, he found it composed of a group
of old adobe buildings, with only one
modern structure in the lot, that being the agency barn. In place of these,
the eye of the visitor Is now greeted
with the sight of twenty-fivhandsome
new frame structures, uniformly painted and decorated, and those pertain-tag-tthe school proper being tastefully arranged around the four sides
of a hollow square In the midst of

N. 8, Rose,
Spence.
8PENCE 4 ROSE,
fclful
Attorneys.
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
A Fine Saw Mill.
Specialities, Notary in Office.
In order to accomplish this great
New Mexico,
work certain preliminary steps were Eatancla.
necessary. There was. an abundance
of fine timber on the Reservation, and
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
a saw mill of limited capacity had been
Attorney at law.
set up some years ago by means of
Laa Crucea, New Mexico.
which some lumber had been produced.
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
But tnls was entirely Inadequate for Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counpresent need. Therefore, one of the ties, Third Judicial District,
first move necessary In the rebuilding of the school was the erection of
A. W. POLLARD,
a new saw mill. This was done in
. ' Attorney at law.
.
s
p. en- style, a modern
District Attorney, Luna County.
glue and 50-- p. boiler being installed,
. New Mexico.
bottom saw and Demlng
operating a
top saw. Tne mill is also equipJ. H. Boaham.
C. Wads.
ped with a planer, matcher and mouldBON HAM & WADE,
saw, shingle machine, and
er, cut-of- t
Attorney! at Liw.
lath machine. All kinds of lumber, InPractice in the Supreme and Dia.
cluding the very beat finishing mate
rial, Is manufactured. All the lumber trlct Courts ot the Territory, In the
used In rebuilding the plant was man- Probata Courts and before the U. 8,
ufactured on the ground and the gov Surveyor General and U. S. Land
ernment was thus saved at least $6,000 Officer.
Laa Crucea, N. M.
by furnishing lumber to the oontrac
tors who erected some of the larger
A. B. RENEHAN,
of the new buildings, viz., the two dor
Practices In the Supreme and Dismttorles and the dintog hall for the trict
Courts; Mlnnlng and Land Law
school children. In this way the mill a
Rooms 8 9 Sena Bldg,
Specialty.
has more than paid for itself. At the Palace
Santa Fe, N. M.
Ave.,
agency' there is a planing mill with
band-saand
edger, planer,
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
turning lathe. Novelty shingles, fancy
(Late Surveyor General.)
made
are
baluaiters,
etc.,
mouldings,
Attorney at law.
here. It Is probably the best equip- New Mexico.
Santa Fe
.
ped shop of Its kind in the service. In
connection with the planing mill Is a Land and Mining Business a Specially.
dynamo for furnishing electric lights,
E. C. ABBOTT,
the latter having been Installed by a
former superintendent in 1900. All
Attorney at law.
Practices in the District and Suof this machinery at the agency, as
well as a pump for forcing water up preme Courts. Prompt and careful atto the reservoir, situated high on the tention given to all business.
mountain side, Is operated by water
District Attorney for the Countlea
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
liower,
Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Modern Equipment.
The agency and school buildings
have an excellent water and sewerage
EMMETT PATTON,
system. The water Is clear and pure,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box 98, Roswell, New Mexico,
being obtained from springs about a
Office over Citizen's National Bank.
quarter of a mile above. The pressure
is 80 pounds to the square Inch. The
FRANK W. CLANCY,
sewage is carried under the bed of
the creek and empties Into a blind
Attorney at law.
ditch at a safe distance down the
District Attorney for Second Judicial
on Page Six.)
District
Practices In the District Court an. I
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
also before the United States Supreme
Court in Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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an artificial lake with a beau
fountain playing in the center.

which Is

first-clas-
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O8TE0PATHY.
r

-

,

DR. CHARLES A. WHEEION,

,

Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Ave.
Successfully treats acute and chronio
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
Phone 158.
Hours:
m.,
p. m.

-
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A. LAW,

Attorney-at-Law-

George

loupes and cabbage. In this work
much experimenting is required for
certainty of crop la a feature of more
than the usuial interest, for itihe confidence of the Indians must be nurtured by carefttl direction towards doing those things which are sure to
bring rewarj."
It may be added, however, that,
whereas up to five years ago no year
had shown a yield of oats exceeding
60,000 pounds, Instead of the 300,000
as quoted above, the season of 1005
produced a yield of 400,000 pounds.- 8ttsck Raising.
As regards stock raising, these lt
dians have been most successful with
Sheep, the Reservation affording unbounded pasturage with plenty of
water, and ithe varying altitudes naturally dividing the ranges into those
used only in summer and lower, more
sheltered ones, reserved for winter.
To encourage the Indiana to make the
most of their sheep, Mr. Carroll
secured for them the contract for furnishing 20,000 pounds of mutton at 8.5
cents dressed, for the Reservation
school. This gives them a good home
market and Should encourage them
to take good care of their sheep. He
has also purchased for them idhorough-breShropshire .and Riamboutllet
rams, and had a competent white man
appointed especially to supervise and
direct them in the management of
their sheep and to teach them the details necessary to success in the business so that the threatened extinction of the flock by the hungry and
heedless owners, which condition prevailed a few years ago, ha changed
to one of steady and substantial increase from year to year. This increase, too, it should be said, has taken
place in spite of large numbers shipped to eastern markets every year.
There are now about 7,000 sheep on
the Reservation, owned by half a
dozen Indians who have shown the
greatest aptitude in the pursuit of this
particular line of work, for, it must be
remembered, that all Indians cannot
be made successful sheep men any
more than all white men can be.
More than $5,000 were realized from
the sale of the wool of these sheep
during the year 1905, while the wether
lambs sold for about J7.O0O. More

coal yard.

L

New Mexico.

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counselor at Law,
Practices In all the District Courts
and givea special attention to caBea
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Oiflce, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

.......

O-ADPIT-

MAX. FROST.
Attorney at law.

HANNA & SPENCER,
Attorneys at Law.
Phone 66.
Office, Griffin Blk.

ARBUCKLE BROTHERS,
Water Street, New Totk City.
100 .Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.
Liberty Avenue and Wood Street, Pittsburgh,
421 South Seventh Street, St. Louis, Mo.

CARDS
.

ATTORNEY8-ATLAW-

Family Box.

On receipt of $i.8o, express or postal
money order, we Will send lo pounds of
ARIOSA in a wooden box, transportation paid to your uearest freight station.
The 1 1. So pays for the transportation
and the coffee, which will be in the

'
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MINING! ENGINEERS.

flvjj.."

CONY T. BROWN,

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
1UUDIHO
ALL EINPg OP

1..

V

at;

;e

.in

CIVIL ENQ'RS AND 8URVEY0R3.

MATIKIJJL

CORBETT A COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineer.

Cord and Stovt Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stovo
CERRILLOS
Delivered to Any
and HAGAN
Part of the Cit-yTRANSFER ia4 tTOBAGE: We Haul VTerytkdag Movable

'I, I. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
Assaying.
Santa Fe, N.
East Side Plaza

COAL

Hwoe 35 Santa Fe.

;:

Mining Engineer.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
School of Mines,
New Mexico.
Socorro,

11

Branch Office aad Yaraa at Ctfrllloa, V, M.

HIRAM T. BROWN,
CIVIL ENGINEER AND 8URVEYOR,

V. 8. Mineral
HEADQUARTERS OF THE MESCALERO RESERVATION.

M.

Santa

fe,

Surveyor
New Mexico,
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left this afternoon
for their Ohio
home. They came her for the health
of Mr. Letssler, Who has great yt Improved. The.v will spend the summer
In Ohio, returnlmr iroon tho advent of
The CapHal City Club will hold a
either to New Mexico or Colwinter,
'dance at Adams Hall Tuesday night.
orado,
AlH. B. Ferguson, of
Mrs. S. P. Russell and Mrs. A. L.
buquerque, Is In White Oaks on legal Hamm, who have been in the
city four
and mining business.
months1 for the benefit of Mrs. Hamm's
reL. Bradford Prince
health, will leave during the early part
s
turned at noon today from a
of next week for their respective
visit to Socorro on legal business.
homes In Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania,
Miss Paddock returned to the sani- and Portsmouth, Ohio.
tarium Wednesday from a two weeks'
The New Mexican is authorized, to
visit to her home in Racine, Wiscon- announce the engagement of Miss Ansin,
ita Becker, the petty and charming
Mrs. R. J. Paten has gone to Grand daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joha Becker
Junction, Colorado, for a visit with of Belen, to Carl L. Bishop, a well
her daughter, Mrs. Robert M. Har- kiH,wn and prosperous yotiug man of
this city. The date for the wearing
dline,
ha.? not yet been
definitely arrai ged.
Colonel George W. Prichard is In
E. L. Street, general manager and
Roswell on legal business, He may
return to Santa Fe about the middle consulting engineer or the electric
light and water plants of tiho Street &
nf next week.
Miss Constance Abbott, daughter of Wykes Company, of which the Santa
Fe Water
and
Light Company,
Judge Ira A, Abbott, of Albuquerque,
arrived
in
the city
one,
left today for her old home at Haver- is
yesterday and will spend several days
hill, Massachusetts, for a visit.
and attending
Mrs. E, A, Flske is at home on here making Inspection
to company business.
Thursdays of each week. She Is a
Mrs. .1. W. Raynolds Informally revery agreeable hostess and receives
a number of the fatigued memceived
on
callers
named.
the
many
day
the Decoration Day procession
Miss Flossie Sherman, who has been bers of
had
the guest of Dr. and Mrs, J. H. Sloan Wednesday afternoon after they
The
from
returned
the
cemetery.
to
ten
during the past
days, returned
evening was spent In conversation enher home in Esspanola this morlng.
livened with several vocal selections
Mrs. James G. Fitch, wife of the
by Jose D. Sena, accompanied by A.
well known Socorro attorney and child M.
Bergere on the piano. Dainty reexpect to spend the summer 'here freshments were derreJ.
guests at St, Vincent's Sanitarium.
Hon. Francis E. Leupp, CommissionJudge Henry I.. Waldo, solicitor for er of Indian Affairs, who spent Thursthe Santa Fe Railway for New Mexi- day and Friday In Albuquerque and
to Las
co, returned during the week
vicinity on official business, has gone
Vegas from a visit to his family m west to Inspect official affairs at the
Kansas City, Missouri.
pueblos and Indian reservation along
Miss Evelyn Dauglierty, one of the the line of the Santa Fe Pacific Railtwo graduates from the musical depart- road.
He expects to bo at the Fort
ment of the College of Agriculture and Defiance school, on the Navaho Indian
Mechanic Arts, arrived home yester- reservation Monday or Tuesday of the
coming week.
day from Mesllla Park,
The Misses Ethel Walz and Adele Mrs. Blanche M. Holnian, of New
Fewel, of El Paso, Texas, will arrive York, who stopped in Santa Fe en
In the city Monday and will spend route homo from a sojourn In Japan
two weeks with their aunt, Mrs. T. B. and who has been the house guest of
Hon. and Mrs. Arthur Seligman for
Catron.
to leave
.Mrs. Ross McMillan,
of Socorro, the past two weeks, expects
will likely be a guest at St. Vincent's tomorrow for her eastern home. She
found her visit to the Capital City
SHiiltarium
during the coming sumwas
mer.
She expects to arrlvo In Santa very pleasant. While here she
the recipient of considerable social
Fe shortly.
courtesy.
Miss Baum, sister of Mrs. J. W.
Among the numerous picnics planwill
the
reach
city during
Raynolds,
for Sunday is one to be given by
ned
the coming week to be a house guest
The
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Renehan.
at the Raynolds' residence for the
members of the parity will take a ride
summer.
on horseback to the Bishop's Ranch
Mrs. Parker, of White Oaks, Lincoln and up the
Tesuque Canon. The party
County, who for two weeks has been will carry luncheon which will be
on a visit to Mrs, Prichard, has re eaten in the open. Among the guests
turned home having found her visit will be Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Llewellyn,
here very enjoyable.
Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Sloan, Mrs. Thorn,
Attorney General William C. Reld, and Messrs. Gortner and Thompson.
left last night for Raton where he
Professor Hiram Hadley, superin
will attend tonight's reception given In tendent of (public Instruction, returned
honor of Governor Hagerman by the last night from Las Cruces via El Paso
Commercial Club there.
after an absence of nearly a week from
Miss Mary Morrison entertained in the Capital City, during which time he
formally at cards Friday evening at visited schools at Las Vegas, Albuquer
her home on Palace Avenue. The que and Mesllla Park. At the last
evening was spent in playing 500 and named place, he attended the commencement exercises of the Agriculin music and conversation.
Mrs. .1. D. Hughes of El Taso, form tural College and presented the diplo
mas to the graduates at the request of
erly of this city and who Is now at Ex
celsior Springs, Missouri, Is expected the board of regents.
Hon. and Mrs. Arthur iSeligman en
to Hop la Santa Fe for some time on
tertained Wednesday evening last at
her return trip.
248
Mrs. Arthur Seligman entertained an elegant dinner at their home,
the Whist Club at her home on Pal Palace Avenue In honor of their guest
ace Avenue Wednesday night. A Mrs. Blanche M. Holman, of New
was white
pleasant evening was spent at cards, York. The color scheme
after Which fine refreshments
were and the flowers which were in abund
ance and prettily arranged were marserved.
The dining table presented
Professor W. G. Tight, president of Karaites.
a beautiful appearance with its mass
the University of New Mexico at Al
of glittering cut glass and old sliver,
buquerque, has gone 'to Columibus, Those
present In addition to the guest
Ohio, for a visit to his mother. He
of honor and the host and hostess,
will be absent from the Territory sov
were: Governor Hagerman, Mr. and
eral weeks,
Mrs. James L. Seligman, Miss Otero,
Mrs. Flora Moore
and daughter, Miss Staab, M. B. Otero and Frank
Miss Flora, of 107 Palace Avenue, left McKane.
this morning at 9 o'clock over the
An informal dance at which Mrs. I
Santa Fe Railway for Toronto, Cana
F. Largey of New York was the guest
da, where they will spend two mon ths
of honor was given by the young men
with friends and relatives.
of the Capital City in Adams Hall last
A telegraphic dispatch received tobefore
Tuesday night, the evening
day by Mrs. ,T. W. Raynolds from Bos- Mr. Largey departed for the City of
ton, Is to the effect that Territorial Mexico. About two dozen
couples
Secretary Raynolds is still there, but were present. The guests began dancto
leave for home Monday or ing shortly before 9 o'clock and it was
expects
a late hour before the merriment ceasTuesday.
Judge Frank W. Parker, of Las ed. There was a jolly crowd present
Cruces, will arrive in Socorro tomor- and Mrs. T. B, Catron, with whom Mrs.
row morning and will open district Largey was visiting while here, was
court for Socorro County there Mon- unanimously elected to th position ol
day. The term will likely continue for chaperon. She filled this to the satisfaction of all. The dance was voted
several weeks.
Professor and Mrs. ,T. C. Carrera, of by the guests as one of the most
Las Cruces, will celebrate thelir 25th pleasant social affairs of the week.
A novel yet pleasant dancing party
marriage anniversary on the 15th of
June at their Las Cruces home. Pro was that given by Mrs, L. P. Largey
fessor Carerra Is a mining expert and of New York and John W. Catron at
engineer, well known throughout New Adams Hall last Saturday night. The
."
In
party was styled a
Mexico and Arizona.
with the spirit of thie affair,
Miss Beck of Muskogee, Indian Ter- keeping
those who received invitations were
ritory, who has been a house guest at warned that
anyone guilty of dressthe residence of Benjamin M. Read,
would be fined $1. Those
left Thursday last for Kansas City, Mis- ing up
present appreciated the idea fully and
souri, for a short visit with relatives;
a
Thereafter she will return to her In- had good time. The dance was well
attended, many Invitations having been
dian Territory home.
Issued.
There were sixteen ilances.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bldodt and son Between the 8th and 9th dances an
apof the San Juan Pueblo, spent ipart of
petizing lunch was served. The
the week in the city. Mrs. EModt loft
was a delightful affair. The
yesterday for Chicago to attend the program which was characteristic of
wedding of a sister In tJhat city during the nature of the party was attractive.
the coming week, while Mr. Eldodt
and son have returned home.
Santa Fe Honored at Military Institute
Robert Garrett, son of Mr. and Mra
Adjutant General A. P. Tarklngton
and Colonel Jose D. Sena, aide de camp R. C. Garrett, of this city, and who
on the staff of Governor Hagerman, is a cadet at the New Mexico Military
are absent from their offices In the Institute, returned during the week.
Capitol Building having gone to Ra He has made a very fine record so far
ton to he present at the reception and will be in the graduating class
tendered the Governor hy the Commer- of 1907. Ho was promoted for good
cial Club of that city.
behavior, efficiency and fitness to a
in the battalion, there beBishop J. Mills Kendrlck of the captaincy
three captains commanding comEpiscopal Church and of the jurisdic- ing
tion of Now Mexico and Arizona, who panies. This is the highest distinchas been in San Juan County on tion accorded at the Institute and
church affairs, has returned from speaks well for the character and benorthwestern New Mexico and was In havior of the cadet who Is honored
such an appointment, as it Is also
Albuquerque yesterday en route to his by
necessary that he should stand high
borne at Phoenix, Arizona.
In studies, general ability and aptitude
'Mrs. W. E. Martin, of Socorro, wife
for the work laid out for him. Rnnto
of the efficient and popular cterk of
Pe waa honored this year by having
the Third Judicial District Court, who one or
its young men as a graduate
has heen in Indiana on a visit to rela- of the
Institute as1 a captain1 of the
tives and for the benefit of her health, battalion of cadets
and as the valedicreached her home in the Gem City, torian of the 1906
class Noyes Welt
Thursday last. She has greatly im- mer. This year, by the
promotion of
proved In health.
Captain Garrett, this town Is also In
Mr. and Mrs. E. 11. LeUIer,
formerly line for more distinction. The young
of Cincinnati, Ohio, but who have re- man will spend hie vacation in this
sided In Santa Fe and at Sunmount city with his parents, his father beTent City for the past eighteen month?, ing the efficient assistant superintend- -
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Tailor-Mad- e

SUITS

1

Which is of Great Interest to the Public.
$17.50 SUIT FOR $15,50

$22.50

$35.00

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

$201
$2100
$27.00
$30.00

This is the biggest
opportunity you
ever had. Come
at once and have
your measure tak- en before the rush
We sell
begins.
every suit with a

guarantee.
MONEY

BACK

IF YOU WANT IT IS THE WAY IT GOES HERE!

Nathan Salmon
249-251-2-

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

WINTER GROCERY CO.
JUST RECEIVED

(It

CAR OF JERSEY CREAM
needs no infroauction.)
WE

r

Hi

FLOUR

VE

THREE GRADES OF KANSAS FLOUR.
TWO GRADES OF COLORADO FLOUR.
FRESH FROM THE MILL WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR.
GRAHAM FLOUR.
RYE FLOUR.
WHITE AND YELLOW CORN MEAL

OUR SPECIAL:
8 Bars Pride of.Denver Soap for 25 Cents.

S. E. Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

r
sawm
H.
Cartwright & Bro.,
IHCOaPOlUTED

mm
I

B.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and Potatoes, Stationeiy.
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION
SANTA

GIVEN

FB,

MAIL ORDERS.

N. M.

two-day-

"hoe-down-

"hoe-dow-

.2t

It will pay you to see us first before
buying any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

Celebrated 'Victor" Lines of
Athletic Supplies
4

and the name "Victor" Is a sure guarantee that the quality Is of the very
best and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry
in stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a complete camping outfit.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

:

Telephone 14

JUNE 2.

SATURDAY,

Seligman Bros. Co.

A good looking face
What is the secret of good looks

Established

?

Complexion a clear, smooth,
youthful complexion with health
tints that fairly glow with life.
You can have a good complexion.
Your face, neck, arms and
hands can be made delicious to
look at. Use Hagan's Magnolia
Balm and you'll look ten years
younger immediately after applying it. It is not a cosmetic,
neither is it greasy or sticky. It
is a liquid as harmless as distilled water.
7jc, at all (lmgptB.

1856.

Incorporated 1903.

Wholesale and Retail

Dy Goods
Our Goods Have the Call this Summer
Wc

ent of the Territorial Penitentiary.
Cadet Garrett is tall, has a fine soldierly bearing and evidently has "good

stuff" In him. The New Mexican believes that he will acquit himself as
creditably and as satisfactorily during the coming school year of the Institute as he has during the past three
years, and will graduate at the head
of his class. The paper urges the
young man "not to be weary In well
doing." and to keep on In the path
which he has pursued the past three
years.
Invitations have been issued for the
annual commencement exer
cises of the Academy of the Sisters of
Loretto, to be held Wednesday evening, June 20, In the academy auditorium. The graduating class comprises the Misses Elizabeth Taylor and
Edith Hickox.

We

Why

carry the largest stock
have the most varied

assortment
Wc show the latest styles
We sell at lowest prices
We maintain the quality

others follow

We lead,

It will pay you to see our stock of Carpets and Curtains In fact everything
in our line and we earnestly request
you to Shop with us.

-

fifty-sixt- h

-

For Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods House In the
City of Santa Fe

P. O. Boi, 211).

phono, No. 36.

'

A Surprise Party,
Shortly before 8 o'clock Tuesday
night, a silent crowd of young people
carrying mysterious looking bundles,
secured admittance to the residence
of A. Staab on Palace Avenue and
took possession. Miss Bertha Staab
was making an Informal call at the
home of a neighbor and upon her return was astonished to find that she
was the storm center of a real surguests
prise party. The
brought a plentiful supply of refreshments in the way of cakes, candy and
the like and made themselves at home.
The evening was pleasantly spent in
playing games usually Indulged In by
romping school children. They were,
however, not the less pleasant and
novel. After thoroughly depleting the
commissary department, the young
people departed. Those present were
the Misses Mary Morrison, Phllomene
Lamy, May Spitz, Florence Spitz,
McKenzie, Jean McKenzie and
Elizabeth Duval; Messrs. Fairfield,
Stevenson, Haberiein, Harvey Duval,
Julius Staab, Lawrence Ilfleld of Albuquerque, and Hugh Ryan.
Hor-tens- e

Card Party in Honor of Mrs. Largey.
One of the most pleasant social
events of the season was the elegant
card party given by Mrs. T. B. Catron
at her home 210 Grant Avenue last
Tuesday afternoon, the guest of honor
being Mrs. L. F. Largey of New
York. The game of five hundred was
Wie chief diversion, there being In all
thirteen ta'bles. During the afternoon
the puests were regaled with the fin
est orchestral music produced in New
York during the last season the selections being reproduced on a phono
graph. At 5 o'clock delectable refresh
ments were served. The prizes award
ed wore costly, very pretty and were
won as follows: First prize, hy Mrs.
C. N. Lord; second prize, Mrs. I. B.
Hanna; third prize Mrs. F. E. Nuding.
The consolation prize was cut for by
all except "prize winners and was won
by Mrs. George W. Armijo. Miss Nina
Otero won the
prize which
was also cut for hy those who did not
play, and the "booby" iprize was cap
tured by Mrs. A. B. Renehan.
Mrs. Catron again fully sustained
her well deserved reputation as an ac
The guest list
complished hostess.
was unusually large and included the
following: Mesdames M. A. Otero,
Frost, Palen, Prichard, Bergere,
Walter, N. B. Laughlin, B. M.
Holman of New York, Llewellyn,
Thorn, Ireland, James L. Seligman, Arthur Seligman, Amado Chaves, Fischer,
Hughes, Spitz, Flske, Knapp, Harroun,
Lord, Renehan, Haynes,
Watson,
Knight, Edward Ehle, Dye, Garrett,
Trelford, Georgo W. Armijo,
Sloan, Summers, J. A. Wood,
Owen, Jones, J. E. Wood, Kate Hall,
Sargent, Wlttman, Bishop, B. M. Thomas, Hamlll, Griffin, Walker, Schumann,
R. H. Hanna, I. B. Hanna, T. W. Hanna, Grimshaw, Woodruff,
Nuding,
Goutchey, Bardshar, R. L. Baca, and
Harry Clancy, Misses Otero, Staab,
Manderfleld, Atkinson, Gilbert and
Packer, and Mrs. Maud L. Hurd, Mrs.
Charles p, Easley and Mrs. Sldebot-tom- .

Headquarters for.

LSTRAB

RIES!

J

are now receiving daily cxpesss
shipments of Missouri strawberries

We

also have Fancy, Fresh Pineapples. Fancy Oranges. Lemons and
Bananas. Vegetables of all kinds.

We

H. S.

PUNE

& COMPANY

Leading Grocers.

Phone 26.

.

Phone 26

CUT PRICES!
PRICES.

CUT

We have a quantity

of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out in the next
ihirty days at great bargains. Now is
the time to fit up your house when
you can get the best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish your
honso from kitchen to garret.
Yon
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments.
Call In and see,
our goods.

,

D.

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower San Francisco 8t., Santa Ft,

CARL A. BISHOP COMPANY

General Insurance Agents
Surety Bonds. Burglary Insurance. Investment Business.
GRIFFIN BLOCK, SANTA FE,

N.

All.

Mc-Fi-

CHARLES WAGNER

Fwnitttte

Cart-wrigh- t,

306 to 308 San Francisco Street.

y tMAtjl

v
j--

qyT

rr

''
INDRRIAKINQ

AND EMBALMING.

Charles Wagner, Licenced Embalmtr.
EVERY

Cot

We

are as far in the
LasD

in representing

the

PEOPLE

j

LADY SAYS

that she enjoys a meal at the Bnn Toa
better than any other place on Sunday. They say It is so homelike and
everything to eat that the heart desires is laid out before them. The

service is of the best, so say we all.
Only 25 cents.
J. H. Blaln, San Francisco and Gala-tieStreets, will retire from business;
entire stock ia in the hands of The
Western Salvage Co;

(lew pieiico Employment Bureau

o

25 CENTS
Will secure you a treat big dinner
tomorrow at the Bon Ton. All the
Turkey you can fat.

THE HOT MONTHS ARE COMING.
During the summer time, when the
heat seems to take, all the "tuck'! out
of you, then is when a nice, cool drink
of Dr. Laurltzen's Health Table Malt
will revive your drooping spirits, tone
up your system and make you feel
like a new person.
For sale by
H. 8. KAUNB & CO.
Phone 26.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 88.

LOST Black handbag with brass
mountings. Return to Mrs. Amado
Chaves.
y

AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured Real
Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID,

Business of

ts

Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fruit Trees.
--

103 Palace Avenue.

The offerings will simply be lrresist.
able at J. H. Blaln's stupendous sale.

Non-Residen-

'Phone No.

IBS.

SATURDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

JUNE 2.

MINOR CITY TOPICS
Mrs, Arthur Seligmnn Is suffering
from a severe cold and Is confined to
her residence.
The city council will meet In regular session Monday evening next If a
quorum la present.
W. P. Holmes and wife, of Bosvretl,
spent yesterday 1n the Capital City
sightseeing.
F. W. Timmerman, a traveling man
from St. Louis, was in the city today
Interviewing local dealers.
D. E. DIsque, representing a Denver
wholesale firm, arrived In town yesterday and looked after trade.
William P. Bardsiiar of Albuquerque
Is the guest of his brother, Internal
Revenue Collector H. P. Bardslhar.
Dr, P. Palmer, of Cerrllloa, arrived
here last evening and registered at the
Claire. He came on professional business.
Miss Jessie Clark of Roswell was
in the city sightseeing today. During
her stay here she was a guest at the
Claire.
The regular monthly meeting of
the Women's Relief Corps will be
held in Post Hal!, Monday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock.
Edgar Andrews, engaged in mining
near Bonanza in the southern part of
the county, looked after business
here yesterday.
United States Deputy Marshal Harry
Cooper and W. B. Ferguson of Albuquerque were in the city yesterday
attending to business matters.
R. A. Marble, surveyor and engineer,
with headquarters in Eslancia, was a
visitor here today on business before
the United States Land Office.
A. H. Dunning of San Diego, California, but formerly of ithls city, stop,
ped here today en route ito Ojo
where he is going for the benefit of hU health.
W. E. Garrison will occupy the pulpit at St. John's Methodist Church
Sunday morning. The subject of his
sermon will be "The Discovery of a
Man." Services as usual.
The Territorial District Court for
Socorro County will be opened in Socorro Monday next, Judge Frank W.
Parker presiding. There Is considerable 'business for the term.
Harry Slmma and Herbert Simms,
who have been camping near Alamo-gordfor the past three weeks, are
expected to return to the sanitarium

at the prison for the purpose of award- They have two covered wagons and
ing bids for suippTles for the Institu- five horses, and as they are out for
tion for the coming six months to ac- pleasure as well as business, are takcordance with the advertisement which ing plenty of time In which to make
The men own
has appeared In the Daily New Mexi- the trip In comfort
property Interests on the Pecos and
can during the past week.
are on their way to look over their
Testimony In the case of the BroIn
mide Mining Company vs. the Key- holdings. They expect to remain
In order to visit,
Santa
several
Fe
days
was
which
stone Mining Company,
the Interesting sights and will conbrought In the district court for Rio
Arriba County, was taken before tinue their trip by way of Albuquerque.
Harry S. Clancy as examiner this
J. H. Blaln's entire $18,000 stock will
morning. The suit is to determine the
be
sold at a tremendous sacrifice,
certain
of
mining property
ownership
In the Bromide Mining District In Rio

beautiful and convenient home and a
place to make good money, besides
apples 'this place has cherries, pears,
plums, quinces and targe beds of asparagus, spinach and rhubarb. The
vegetable products alone of this place
bring In annually $750 to $900. The
net receipts last year in vegetables
and fruit were over $500. Terms cash.
AN EXTRA EFFORT
Will be made to serve the best dinner
of the season at the Bon Ton Hotel
and Lunch Counter tomorrow. Lnv
your cooking aside for one day and
take the whole family there; only 2f.
cents.

PAGE FIVE.

100 assorted blanks take the per
100 price.
On an order of 500 blanks, customer'
business card will be printed under 01

ing without extra cost
Size of Blank.
U sheet, 7x8 Inches.
sheet, 8xl4 Inches.
Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
Promissory Notes, 253 per pad.
''Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
each.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
The two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheet,

OUR LEADER
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Arriba County.
The children of St. Vincent's OrAS A POET Quick Action Sale starts
phanage enjoyed a day's outing at the
Wednesday,
Bishop's Ranch about three miles
June 6th, and positively ends June
MARKET REPORT.
InGoes
northeast of the city Thursday. They Well Known Socorro Lawyer
15th. J. H. Blaln.
to Verse On Santa Fe
were taken to the picnic grounds in
MONEY AND METALS.
Limited.
from Cloason's stables
three carry-allBIOS FOR JAIL BUILDING.
New
York, June 2. Money on call
was
It
to
and
make two
necessary
Seale J proposals will be received by
nominal, no loans; prime mercantile
A Buffalo friend sends the New Mex- the
trips. The day was spent In playing
We have been notified by the manufacturers that our wagons would be
Board of County Commissioners
silver 67
Truth, a weekly of Santa Fe
games and exploring the Interesting ican a clipping from
forwarJed on or about the 15th Inst., and we expect to place them on sale
until 2 p. m. Mon- paper
County
v In
2.
New
June
Lead
and
New
copYork,
Buffalo.
and historical old place. At noon din- journal published
this present week. If you are In the market for a wagon, buy the beat
day, June 4, 1906, for the erection of
ner was served by the four Sisters, York, and taken from the Issue of a county Jail building at Santa Fe, N. per quiet and unchanged.
the "Old Hickory" at less price tha n you can buy any other standard
St Louis, June 2. Spelter steady make. Investigate
who accompanied the children. The re- that paper of May 19th last. It con- M., in accordance with
for yourself.
and spe- 5.90.
plans
turn trip was made at 6 o'clock in the tains two poems by New Mexico's well cifications
prepared by I. H. and M.
LARD
DanAND
RIBS.
GRAIN,
known
and
PORK,
popular citizen, Judge
evening.
M. Rapp architects.
Plans and specifiiel H. McMillan of Socorro. The judge
Chicago, June 2 Wheat July 81
GOLD WATCH LOST Lady's gold
cations are on file at the office of the
Department
is quite a poet and the poetic effusions
Sept., 79
also at the architects'
watch, open face, initials F. R. S. enwe have added a fine line of Framed
Corn July, 49
49
New probate clerk,
Truth
the
Sept.,'
by
published
copied
by
office at Las Vegas, N. M. The Board
graved on case, was lost early Friday Mexican are
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
Oats July, 33
31
readable.
They
very
Sept.,
of County Commissioners reserve the
morning on Don Caspar Avenue, bePastels, Etchings, from the art store
Pork July, $16.00; Sept., $15.90".
the Santa Fe Limited, and Incto
cerA
bids.
or
ail
tween' the Laughlin Block and the praise
right,
reject any
of Ullman & Co., New York. Theae
Lard-Ju- ly,
$8.50;
identally give President E. P. Uipley tified rheck to
Sept., $8.65
accompany each hid as ?.67
Lnuglin residence. Suitable reward of that road
i?ooda are attractive and offered at a
a send-offTruth
quite
will be paid for Its return to the ownper general Instructions to bidders.
low price to introduce them. It cost?
Fibs July, $0.07
says:
$9.05.
Sept..
For further information address Arer. Finder will please call on Arthur
you nothing to look at them and bs
"On the Observation' cars on the
WOOL
MARKET.
Seligmau, Seligman Brothers' store, 'Limited' trains over the Santa Fe thur Seligman, chairman of Board nf
your own iudge,
St. Louis, June 2. Wool steady and
south side of the Plaza.
County Commissioners, Snnta Fo, N
Railway from Chicago to the- Coast M.
Window
Shades an J Fixtures
unchanged.
Fair weather tonight and Sunday ex- are kept
In which the pasSTOCK MARKET.
for
local
Lawn
'thunder
cooler
Furniture
cept
showers;
sengers are requested to write up their
New York, June 2. shrdcMifwypnpn
in east portion this afternoon or toPLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
and other new lines, t will pay you
impressions of the trip, the train, und
Atchison, 90; pfd, 102
Why Is It that the firm of Hughes &
night; wanner Sunday, is the forecast the service.
io visit tliis department.
New
York
110.
Central,
of the local weather observer.
The
"Some curious notations, berth in Delgado are making a success of the
133.
White Mountain
Pennsylvania,
temperature at 6 o'clock this morning prose and verse, by people from all real estate business? It Is becauso this
Southern Pacific, 66
was 51 degrees. The maximum was over the world may be found In these firm Is reliable and any property
Ice
Cream Freezer
Union Pacific, 150
pfd. 94
41 degrees at 4.05 a .m.
The mean books. Our correspondent send us placed In their hands will be looked
Ice Cream at home whenever you want
108
Copper,
for the day was 56 degrees with a mean the following skits by our former after in a businesslike manner. Office
it. It's nice to serve to your friends at
Steel, 41; pfd, 105
relative humidity of 37 per cent. The townsman, Judge McMillan, who seems west of Plaza.
uppV,on nr n(her onclnl functions.
LivE STOCK.
to have a good opinion not only of the
precipitation was .07 of an inch,
in2.
Kansas
June
Cattle
City,
150,
This morning's roll call at the Ter- Santa Fe 'Limited,' but of Presid ent
cluding 50 somi herns, unchanged; naritorial Penitentiary shows 250 pris- Ripley as well.
tive steers $l.25(&5.60; southern steers
The Santa Fe Limited.
oners. No trace of or clue to the
Let Us Fit You Out.
$3.501?! 4.80; southern cows $2.504;
whereabouts of the iwo trusties who "The 'Limited' has won the race
TO THE LAWS OF native cows $2.5n(f?5.2.j; stackers and
CONFORMING
'Great
the
Across
Divide"
with a
rod of Japanese or Calescaped Thursday afternoon by hiding
NEW MEXICO.
feeders $3.250.4.80; bulls $2.504.25; cutta jointed
themselves In a car of brick has as The race for ease and comfort,
Bamboo, plain or cedar inlaid;
Now
The
Mexican
Company
$?,(!
calves
Printing
western
6.25;
steers
fed
With every want supplied. s
one of the finest Lancewood; one of
yet been found; the penitentiary auhas the largest facilities nnd most $3.75ifi.2r; western fed cows $2.50S
thorities and the mounted police are
highly polished ash or varnished maple
kinds
all
for
4.00
modern machinery
doing
or, still different, a full nlckelled jointdoing their level best for the recap- There's nothing that the human mind of
s
Sheep receipts 5,000; nominally ed steel rod. These vary in length from
Printing and Binding in
Can conjure up or plan,
ture of the escaped prisoners and news
of Loose-lea- f
style. Manufacturers
steady; nuUtnns $5 (if l.2."; lambs $0
8 to 20 feet.
Heels, lines of every
concerning them may be forthcoming But Ripley has Installed It here,
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work 7.40; range wethers $5(6; fed ewes kind, endless assortment of flies, fish
To solace traveling man.
at any moment.
a specialty. Best Book Bindery In the $1.755 6.25.
baskets, minnow palls, seines, nets,
James L. Seligman, J. W. Alters and
Southwest.
Chicago, June 2. Cat tie Receiots trolling hooks, floats, sinkers and hooks
W. N. Townsend left this afternoon Then, all hail to President Ripley,
;wn; steady. Beeves, $4.106.0O; cows
Let golden blessings fall
Miscellaneous.
of all sizes, tackle boxes and fish
for a two weeks' business and pleasure
On this king among the presidents,
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and and heifers, $1.705.00; calves, $5.00 spears. Come in and look us over.
Mexico.
of
to
They
the
Republic
trip
7.25;
stackers
and
The Corypheus of them all.
feeders, $2.50
1903; English and Spanish; pamphwill go first to Dumngo and from
D. H. Mc.
let, $2.25; full leather, $3.00.
Monday.
there will journey west to the Sierra
On 'Limited, March 21, 190fi.
Sheep Receipts 1,000, steady. Sheep
Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather,
The bids called for by the Board of (Madre Mountains where they will ex
j$3.406.10;
75c.
yearlings,
$5.7O6.30;
bound,
$1.00;
paper
In
which
amine
for
erection
Commissioners
the
they
properties
mining
County
Ripley and His Limited.
Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish, wmos, $5.Jo!6.7.
of the new Jail building of this county are interested. They will have to take
"The 'Limited' has hit the pace
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.60.
aud this city will be opened by the a horseback trip of 110 miles to reach
That lifts you to the skies;
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Docket,
board on Monday, when it will hold the mining camp in which the properIt always wins in every race
single, $1.25; two or more books,
a special session.
ties are located.
!
Where comfort is the prize.
$1 each.
Fred Plompteau and Johnny Bell
The Beard of County Commissioneach.
$1.25
Record,
Notary
HAVE
YOUR
MODELS
MADE AT
will leave early in the morning for ers will meet Monday next to he in You glide, you fly, you roll
along,
Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75 HOME BY AN EXPERT MACHINIST
Monument Rock on the Santa Fe Riv- session for several days as a board of
Skirt mountains capped with snow
to
delivered
delivered.
$3.25,
Desk,
and where you can direct the work
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
er, where they will spend the day fish- taxation and equalization.
Property See cactus, sage and 'dobe huts,
nearest express office.
and set the best results.
owners whose tax returns have been
ing and enjoying the outing.
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
Cross plains with flowers aglow.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Fred A. Young, who has been in Increased by the assessor and who deING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
Nos.
New
and
second hand bicycles, mathis city two years and is well known sire to appeal from the action of that You dine, you bathe, you have a shave,
Attention. Send for Catalogu.3,
3 to 11, inclusive, delivered chine,
volume;
gun and model work, and all
Yon emoke or touch the CUT):
in musical circles, left this morning official, should appear before the hoard
o on
oa
l Ti..v.lluAH'n ntnn
of repairing promptly done.
kinds
' 5io South Broadway
file
next
session
and
week's
their
at
You read and write, or view the scenes cZvto
UnUIANnft UU,
for a six weeks' visit in Grand Rapids,
'lto
LOS ANGELES, CALIF,
jn easy chairs tipped up.
Michigan, which city was his former appeals and protests which will be
SANTA FE NOVELTY WORKS
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c.
home.
duly ratten under ndvtsemenr. ana tnen
210 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
there
decided.
and
You
seem
to
reach
celestial heights,
By sticking close to nature and emu256 San Francisco Street 256.
240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket, $2.75.
un cnariots winged with flame;
The report was current yesterday;
lating her ways, the osteopathic phyStock Blanks.
sician secures results not vouchsafed that Internal Revenue Collector H. P. And you wonder if Elijah
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
Or Ripley leads tho game.
to other systems of practice. Dr. Bardshar was contemplating the resheet ; In Books
Recorded Brand,
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Mr.
to
office
of
his
Albuquerque.
Wheelon, the Osteopath, "103 Palace moval
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
Cures Colds, Croup and Whooping Cough.
Then
take'
The
always
Limited,
Bardshar said this morning that there
Avenue.
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing VenIf you would lead the van
The Woman's Christian Temperance was no truth in the statement whatdor's Recorded Brand,
Of those who seek upon the earth
Union will meet at the office of Mrs. ever. "It is simply a repetition of simBill of Sale, Range Delivery,
BOUGHT to any
The
heaven
here
man.
that's
for
conif
ilar
and
they
previous reports,
Ii. A. Harvey on Johnson Street TuesAuthority to Gather, Drive id Handle R. R. T'CKETS parts in the CounD.
Mc.
a
H.
to
thiuk
after
WHOLESALE
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
day afternoon, June 5th, ait 2 o'clock. tinue, I shall begin
try; send ticket
On 'Limited, April 12, 1906."
Members ore urged to be present for while that people want me to move,
in and get cash for it; tran
Brand,
and then I may consider it," was the
and
special business.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle sactions guaranteed; association office.
to make concernReOwner's
not
Animals
There will be a meeting of the remark that he had
118
R.
R.
AlbuBearing
ROSENFIELD,
Ave.,
BARGAINS IN ORCH- the matter.
RETAIL
sheet.
corded Brand,
querque, N. M.
Archaeological Society In the Ben Hur ing
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, Royal Arch
ARDS AND RANCHES Certificate of Brand, sheet.
room of the old Palace at 8 o'clock
OEAIERS IN
Monday evening. As matters of 1m Masons, will hold a special convocaSpecial Ruling Work our Specialty.
HENRY KRICK
'Our Blank Books speak for them
portance are to be considered a full tion this evening for the purpose of Located in the Fruitful and Far Famed
8ole Agent For
attendance is desired.
conferring the Royal Arch degree upselves.
Espanola Valley Thirty Miles
comcandidates.
on
three
Visiting
Fe.
of
Santa
North
Game Warden William E. Griffin is
General Blanks.
Letup's St. Louis Beer
are cordially invited to atattending to matters connected with panions
sheet.
Bond for Deed,
refreshMalls
the
orders promptly attended to. THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
After
tend.
ceremonies,
The following orchards and farm
his office and at the same time la assheet.
ments will be served. As the confer- properties in Dive famed and fruitful Bond, General Form,
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Fornoff
Fred
of
the
sisting Captain
sheet.
Bond of Indemuity,
considerable
Telephone No. 38.
New Mexico mounted police In search ring of the degree takes
Espanola Valley In southern Rdo
Certificate Of Marriage, 75c per dozen.
is requested that all those who
New
it
of
time,
in
the
Territory
for the escaped convicts
County
sheet.
desire to be In attendance come early Mexico, are for sale alt a hargoin. Official Bond,
From Albuquerque comes the report so that the
sheet.
Chapter "may be callol to There are satisfactory reasons for. sell- Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
that President W. H. Greer of the order
sheet.
one of the finest Certificate of Election,
by 7:30 o'clock.
section
is
The
ing.
Traction Company denies that he is
sheet.
of Guardianship,
Several citizens have called at the fruit and agricultural, not only In New Letters
to sever his connection
with the
sheet.
The Guardian's Bond and Oath,
New Mexican office and have directed Mexico, but in the southwest.
:
Traction Company at an early date. He
sheet.
of
Letters
Administration,
B.
T.
to
the
attention
fact that Mayor
supplly of water for Irrigation purposes
Bond
says he Is there to stay.
and
Administrator's
Oath,
Catron failed to issue a Memorial Day is ample and stable at all times. The
The only first class in city.
sheet.
Samuel Clenfuegos, representing a
much the largest asset we have in our business. To have our
proclamation, and also was absent climate is of the best. For particulars
sheet".
labor agency, left Santa Fe this morn- from the Memorial pay exercises May
Second to none in Territory.
address R. C. Bonney, Teal estate and Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
laborers for San 30th last. This would have attracted Insuranco
Declaration in Assumpsll,
customers say to their friends, "Ever- - statement made by S. Spite
ing with seventy-fivPour first class artists : ; ;
agent, Espanola, New MexIn Assumpsit on Note,
Francisco. The men will be given em- no attention from a citizen in private ico. The
Declaration
properties ore:
1.50
Electrical Baths
sheet.
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
ployment in the work of clearing away life, but with the official head of the
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres in alfalfa,
the debris resulting from the recent city government It did. Several of the one acre
sheet,
Satisfaction
of
Other
25
Baths
Mortgage,
bearing orchard; maill house,
for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
sheet.
earthquake.
callers suggested that Mayor Catron well, bam and corral; all ifenced and Assignment of Mortgage,
Parlors located West Side Plaza
Notice to Assessor hy Probate Clerk,
Juan. Sandoval and son Martin, sheep probably was too busy attending to the under
from
one
mile
irrigation;
W. H. KERR,
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It is a great
sheet i
raisers from near Gallsteo, were in the duties of mayor and president of the
two and a half miles to railroad
sheet.
office
same
on
business.
the
Lease,
at
land
Education
city today
city Board of
station; price $30 per acre.
satisfaction to buy at a store like this. Rvery article carries with
sheet.
They report that they have had a time.
No. 2. Full hearing orchard of 1,200 Laaa; of Personal Property,
Chattel Mortgage,
splendid season and that their flocks
it our guarantee.
Making an overland trip from Colo- standard apple trees; six miles from Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
are in the best of condition. The pas
rado Springs to Roswell, New Mexico, Espanola ; good house, barn, corral Power of
sheet,
tare in their district is good and there A. H.
Attorney,
2,900
Skaer, L. C. Hunt and W. M. and packing house; produced
Any Flavor You Desire.
sheet.
Is plenty of water.
Randol arrived in the city yesterday boxes of apples last year; irrigation Acknowledgment, sheet.
Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
Deed,
We
will
deliver Soda Water In any
Mortgage
from
Rio
$2,000.
Grande;
350
covered
price
Tuesday next, the Territorial Board afternoon after having
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.
Insurance quantity to any part of the city.
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and mar- Mortgage Deed without
of Penitentiary Commission will meet miles of their trip in seventeen days.
sheet.
Clause,
one-hato
mile
ket garden tract,
town,
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
sheet.
railroad, postofflce, school and church ; Options,
Telephone No. 38.
sheet.
Notice
of
Protest,
good six room house, having teleWe want everybody who has a bard
phone; barn, corral, cellar and pack- Notaries' Notice of Publication,
c01d ln tne cnMI 10 use Aye
sheet.
ing house; a highly profitable business
THE PLAZA BARBER SHOP
sheet.
A
Cherry Pectoral. Our long experU
and a fine home; produces annually Warranty Deed,
ence with it, over sixty years, tells
sheet.
Claim
Deed,
$700 to $900 in vegetables alone; price Quit
W1LUAM B PARSONS, Prop.
us there Is nothing Its equal for coughs, colds in the chest, bronchitis, hoarse
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
$2,250.
Tonsorial Parlor In Santa
Leading
same
the
us
tells
Doctors
weak
weak
ness. sore lunes.
throats, and
lungs.
No. 4. For sale sheep ranch of 620 Deed of Trust, full Sheet.
ALL PERIODICALS
Porcelain Bath Tudb.
Two
w. w. sr
no
W
ntwuoinu
sjeorvm
sheet.
thing. Ask your doctor about it. the formula! of U oor ni
acres with good fences and Improve- Release of Deed of Trust,
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three First- sheet.
Homestead
Affidavit,
excellent-waiter,
shelter,
ments, has
Class Barters.
sheet,
hay land and controls several 'thou- Homestead Application,
East Side of Plaza. South ot Postal
sheet
Affidavit,
sand acres of fine goat grazing land.
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
Telegraph Office.
No better proposition for a paying Homestead Proof, full sheet
sheet.
1
No.
'
Homestead,
in
ranch
New
Mexico.
sheep
'
sheet.
No. 5. Twenty acres, having about Desert Land Entry,
Wants a Beautiful Foot. Every Woman can have
ten acres of full hearing apples of Affidavit Required of Claimant,
sheet.
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
this desire gratified if she will wear MARIE SHAFER
sheet.
seven nores of good alfalfa and three Affidavit,
sheet.
acres garden land, good-- five room Township Plats,
Shoes, the famous shoe for women, they fit when
sheet.
adobe house; well bull end finished, Sheep Contract,
Here.
fail.
Sole
others
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50.
Agents
sheet.
good barn; the whole place almost en Agreement,
Fins Rigs, Reliable Horses, tlnglf
tirely surrounded by a hedge of box- - Application for License, Retail Liquor
uggles, Surreys, Haeks.
sheet
elder trees which serve as & protection
Dealers,
from the wind and add to the attrac Application for License. Games an
Call up 'Phone No. I when. In ned
sheet.
tiveness of the place; produced last Butcher's Bond,
ol Anythnlg In the Livery Line.
Prices.
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
On
or sheets, each, ........$ .05
Reasonable
a fourth miles east of Espanola.
Drivers Furnlehed..
Silk Waist Patterns, Fancy and Plain Mohairs in All
10
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one Full sheet, each.
Rates.
.25
; . .
Colors and Designs, Very Latest Styles,
half mile east of Espanola at $2,250,
sheets, per dozen
.35
This place Is a full hearing apple or
sheets, per dozen.
50c. Yard : Regular Price 75c.
.65
chord and market garden tract of sev Full sheets, per dozen
1.75
en acres; a six room house; telephone,
sheets, per hundred
2.50
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
sheets, per hundred
4.00
wire fence and house for chickens. A Full sheets, per hundred
mat-tor-

judge McMillan
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Call-ente-

LEGAL BLANKS!

first-clas-

.

INVENTORS

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

toXtolw

-

led nebcin

. . .

FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIN POTATOES,

SALT and SEEDS.

--

Ar-rlh-a

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

KERR'S
Tonsorial
Parlors

e

....

post-offic-

Proprietor.

--

SODA WATER

SCDTT7

lf

ffflYC
Sore LUllyJO
U

".

Daily

--

Papers
f

Books and Stationery

Every Woman

r

--

. .

1

JACOB WELTMER

. .

LIVERY STABLE

This Week Only

Special Sale

'

.

............
...........

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.
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SANTA

SIX.

MiW MEXICAN, SANTA l'E. N. M.

SATURDAY,

JUNE 2.

Wearables, articles for the home,
toola, guns and thousands of other ar--j
tides at lea than cost of raw material
ait J. H. Blain's
ale, beginning Wed-- ;
nesriay, June 6th.

For Sich Livers

FOR RENT About 1,000 acres of
good grazing land near Santa Fe on
Do Vargas Grant at 3 cents an acre.
L. B. Prince.

i
j
j

A PURELY VEGETABLE
COMPOUND
IiUILKLY LUaEJ

WANTED
ton rags at

8IA,
ALL LIVER COMPLAINTS,
A GUARANTEED CURB for all diseaaes produced by
TORPID LIVER and IMPURE BLOOD. On bottle pur- -

in

WILL CURE CONSUMPTION
In getting a permit from
A. A. Herren, Finch, Ark., writes;
the government to erect a hole at the
Agency.
"Foley's Honey and Tar Is the best

no difficulty

jMESCALERO

APACHE

.Timber Grabbers After Reservation.
The question of opening the Reservation to settlement is one that has
been agitated from time to time, and
even now there is nendlnc before
Congress a bill providing for iU
ing. As the country is not adapted
for homesteads, only a small sportion
of it being arable, it is easy to guess
that the promoters of such a.measure
seek only to get at the line timber in
the mountains end the' mineral that
u supposed to be .there.
Superintendent James A. Carroll.
Hon. James A, Catron is a native of
nnfl to as
Thoninsonvlllp. ftporrrin

Continued from Taso TIiito.)

lwery Diiuutng occupied uy scnooi
or employes is furnished with
hot and cold water, baths, electric
lights, etc.
During the present administration,
a local and long distance telephone
si stem has been installed, tho former
connecting the various agency buikK
ings and extending to t'he sawmill,
nearly ten miles away, while the latter connects, at. Tularosa, the nearest
railroad station, with the Alamo
,
oI(,
fatncr WJW
phone Company s line and. through ig g Carroll, a noted Baptist minister
Paso
El
with
n,,l rmnav In. th.
aim
points.
Mr., Carroll was educated in the comExcellent Attendance.
mon schools of his home town, and at
With Indians generally, thils tribe Mercer University. Macon
Georcla.
suffers its full share of physical dis- from which Institution ho
graduated in
ability, tuberculosis especially having 1888, receiving the degree of B A. Afmade great ravages upon it, and the ter
graduation, he taught school for a
disease is Indeed being visited on tho time, and later took
up newspaper
In spite of this,
second generation.
work, being city editor of the Brims-Wicrule
the
and
the
however,
prohibiting
Times.
(Oorgia)
Dally
attendance at school of children af- In 1881),
ho
was
to
married
flicted with chronic diseases, which is Miss Klolse Allen, of
WytlieviHe,
scrupulously adhered to, the attendance Vermont.
Mr.
and Mrs. Carroll
is excellent, being much above
the have three
children, the eldest, a boy
schools
for
such
average
throughout of sixteen, being a cadet at the New
the country.
Mexico Military Institute at Roswell;
Delightful Climate Grand Scenery. the second, a daughter of fourteen, atA discussion of the Mescalero Aptending the Loret.to Academy at Santa
ache Indian Reservation without some Fe, and the ithlrd, a little
girl of six,
reference to its climate and magnifi- in the kindergarten at Mescalero.
cent scenery would be incomplete. BeMr. Carroll entered the Indian Sering of about the same elevation and vice in
December, 1895, his first aponly a few miles from the famous
summer resort, Clouderoft, it. has the pointment being to the position of
clerk in charge of the Indian waresame delightful summer temperature,
house at Valentine, Nebraska. From
so
a
rainfall.
great
without, however,
this place he was successively promotConsequently, it even surpasses that ed to
positions of trust at the Pottawaseen-erfamous place for climate. Some
tomie Agency In Oklahoma, and finally
on the Reservation beggars deto the suporintendoncy at Mescalpro.
scription, as, for instance, along the Mr. Carroll
Is a man of simple haihits,
course of the romantic Ruidoso, which
niiiet and unassuming, but hip untiring
beautiful stream springs from the base
of the peak of White Mountain and zeal and energy and Immense capacity
cut to bed through the solid granite, for work nre shown by the fact that even with all the care necessary to accomIts banks being lined by green grass
and wild flowers, while It takes its plish what he has at 'Mescalero, he
course through 0 forest of gigantic has still found leisure to devote to the
of law in the knowledge of which
pines at the bottom ot a deep canon study
with perpendicular walls. This stream, he has become quite proficient. He
however, that, whatever
leaping as Jit does from rock to rock, modestly says,
measure of success may have been ateddying here and there, making double
the number of bends made by an ordi- tained at Mescalero is to be attributed
so much to his own merit and
nary stream, forms many small, clear not
as to that of a competent and
ability
which
rare
abound with that
pools
of employes and to the
game fish, the sipecklod trout. On the faithful corps
1,
,H,Ln
ou u,e l.,uc
u,
,M
other side of the divide, in the Rio
aBfints
ffimer
Tularosa, in equal abundance may be;3"1
found the rainbow trout,- The peaklstotllpr an(1 CnIonPl W' H' H' IJewel
of White Mountain, in the northwest- lyn.
ern corner of the Reservation, may' be
Your correspondent who has heen
justly termed the pride of New Mex- intimately acquainted with conditions
for
ico, as Jt is the highest point in the and officials of the reservation
Territory, reaching an elevation of thirty years, holds that Superintend14,269 feet, being thus something over ent Carroll Is one of the best officials
10O feet higher than the famous Pike's who have had
charge of the reservaPeak of our sister State. It is indeed tion, and that the condition of the
a majestic piece of Nature's work.
Mescaleros today is very gratifying
Medicinal Springs Hotel Needed.
and speaks highly for the administraBesides plenty of water for ordinary tive abilities and exemplary efficiency
use, near the Agency are several min- shown by the present superintendent
eral springs, one chalybeate and three during his five years of service here.
or four white sulphur. These waters In addition Mr, Carroll has thoroughflow clear and strong and their health ly identified himself with New Mexico
giving properties are pronounced un- and is one of its best and most patrisurpassed by those who have tried otic citizens. He is very popular with
them. It is a matter of some wonder and highly respected by alt, who know
that In spite of efforts that have been him and with whom he has had official
made for some years to get some en- or social intercourse In the Territory.
terprising party to erect a hotel at. Mrs. Carroll is a true woman of most
the Agency for the accommodation of amiable character, finely educated,
transients generally and especially charming appearance, extremely well
numerous summer visitors, who would liked and a favorite socially,
be attracted by tho mineral waters,
delightful climate, etc.. no one has ever "
A nian wno ls ln Perfect health, so
yet taken hold of the proposition. The
Agency Is situated near enough to lie can do an honest day's work when
Clouderoft for guests from either place necessary, has much for which he
to drive to the other, and, while a few should he thankful. Mr. L. C. Rodgers,
parties from Clouderoft do occasionally of Blanchton, Pa., writes that he was
visit the Agency during summer, many not only unable to work, but he
more from there and other places couldn't stoop over to tie his own
would come if they could get any shoes. Six bottles of Foley's Kidney
place to spend the night. Although Cure made a new man of him. He
It has never heen tried, It is helieVed sajns, "Success to Foley's Kidney
that any responsible party would find Cure." Ireland's Pharmacy.
icy.

k

NEW

FAST
TRAIN.
TRAIN

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at 6:50

Mountain Time

p. m.

y

For schedules, rates and other information, call nn or addras,
R. W. CURTIS,
Southwestern Pastenger Agent,
.

.

gt

P410,

Til.
B. P. TOBNM,
fleu. Passenger Agent,
Dallas, Tetis.

X

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Texas.

Out Rates are Low and
Service Is Unsurpassed

hi Dn,

Colorado

id Ml

pis
CHICAGO,
$31.50
ST. LOUIS.
$26.50
KANSAS CITY,
$19,00

ONE FARE
Plus $2.00 for
the Round Trip
June 1 and 2,
and 9 to 16,
July 1 to 10.
Return Limit
October 31st.

Proportionately
Low Rates
to Hundreds
of Other
Eastern Points.

Through Sleeping Cars to

FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Machinery complete, including boll-fiand engine for 30 barrel roller flout
mill. Address, MartJn
Ixhman, La
'Ornces. New Mexico.

center of school plaza.

Tele-jyear- 3

TAKE
THE.

j

ROLLER

lake

I

This handsome solid vastibuled train nm through to New Orleans, Shrereport tnd St Louis without change. Carries through
sleepers Log Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
connections made for all pointa North, Eas and Southeast.

j

An--

iu

Kansas City, Chicago and St. Louis

"

preparation for coughs, colds and lung
trouble. I know that It has cured coi
sumption In the first stages." You
never heard of any one using Foley's
Honey and Tar and not being satisfied.
Ireland's Pharmacy.

HOTEL

FOR RENT No. 106
College St., 6
rooms,
hardwood flooring, electric

light, water connection; $10 per month.
R. C. Gortner, Secretary.
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the best fruit ranches In
northern Santa Fe County, about twenty miles from this city, Is for sale,
at a bargnin. For particulars apply to
Max. Frost, Box No. C.-Santa Fe,

o'clock.

Subject: "God for U."
Junior Endeavor at 2:30 p. m.
Y. P. S. C. E. at CMS p. m.
Preaching at 7:45 p. m.
Subject "Telling the Great Things." New Mexico.
The public is cordially Invited to all
of these services.
All services will he held at Allison
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
School as on last Sabbath.
M.
E. Church.
St. John's
MASONIC.
Morning service, 11 o'clock..
Sermon by Dr. W. E. Garrison of
Indianapolis.
Montezuma Lodge No,
There will be no evening preaching
1,
A F. ft A. M. Reguservice.
lar communication first
Sunday school 9:45.
Monday of each month
Epworth League 6:45.
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
Leader: Miss Harriet Shlvely.
Public cordially Invited.
p. m.
Church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal).
H. F. STEPHENS, W. M.
Rev. W. R. Dye In charge.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Morning service with sermon and
Santa Fe Chapter, No,
Holy Communion at 11 o'clock.
1, R. A M, Regular
Evening prayer at 5:00.
convocation 2nd MonWednesday evening service with adday of each month at
dress at 7:30 o'clock.
"
Masonic Hall at 7:30
All cordially invited.
p. to.
Catholic Cathedral.
s. spitz, n. p.
Pentecost Sunday June 3.
If you will make inquiry it will be
ARTHUR SEIJGMAN, Secy.
First mass at 6 o'clock a, m.
a revelation to you how many sucSecond mass at 9:30 a. m.
cumb to kidney or bladder troubles in
Third solemn mass with the choir of
Santa Fe Commandery No.
one form or another.
If the patient the Cathedral.
I 1, K. T. Regular conclave
is not beyond medical aid, Foley's Kid1
fourth Monday ln each
ney Cure will cure. It never disapLETTER
month at Masonic Hall at
LIST.
Ireland's
points.
Pharmacy.
List of letters remaining uncalled : 30 p. m.
W. K. GRIFFIN, E. C.
W. ft KENNEDY, Recorder.
for in he postoffice at Santa Fe, N. M.,
CITY OF MEXICO VIA SANTA FE,
for the week ending Juno 2, 1906.
$43.65.
If not called for within two weeks will
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
One fare for the round rip," dates
be sent to the dead letter office at
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
of sale April 2r,tb to May 5th, return
Washington.
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
limit July 31st.
Alvarado, Buruan.
on the third Saturday of each month
Also on June 25th to July 7th, re
Burtln, Joseph.
at 7:30 o'clock ln the evening In
turn limit. September 15th. Also Sep
Cazado3, Potrus.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
tember ltd to 11th lncluslvo, return
Forrester, Mrs. K. L.
limit October 31st. Liberal atop overs
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
S,
Martinez,
allowed.
cordially Invited to attend.
Rito.
Montoya,
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLEY, 8a.
Just like Santa Fo all Hie way.
Ortiz, Mrs. Refugio Lopez. (2)
Venerable Master.
Cull on any agent for Information.
X.
Palmer, John
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
It. S. LUTZ,
Rasoon, Pedro.
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M
Ribera, Francisqutto.
I. O. 0. F.
Sehnedeworth, George D,
A Lesson in Health
Spitz, A.
Healthy kidneys filter the ImpuriSanta Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. 0. F.,
Vijil, Crusita.
ties from the blood, and unless they
meet every Thursday evening la Odd
Varela, Francisquita Urioste.
do this, good health Is impossible.
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street.
Wagner, Mrs. E. E. (4)
Foley's Kidney Cure makes sound kidWagner, Dr. E. E. (2)
Visiting brothers welcome.
In calling please say "advertised"
neys and will positively cure all forms
MAX KALTER, N. G.
"
of kidney and 'bladder disease.
It and give the date.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
strengthens the whole system. Ireland's Pharmacy.
Postmaster.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Palace.
Wm. P. Bardshar, Albuquerque; F.
R. L.
St. Louis;
W. Timmerman,
Street, New York.
Claire.
Harry Cooper, Albuquerque; W. B.
Ferguson, Albuquerque; D. E. Disque,
Denver; h. C. Hunt, Victor, Colo,; W.
M. Randol, Colorado Springs; A. H.
Skaer, Victor, Colo.; A. H. Dunning,
San Diego; R. A. Marble, Estancia;
Miss Jesnle Clark, Roswell;
F. W.
Dr. F.
Becking, Canon City, Colo.;
Palmer, Cerrillos; John L. Zimmerman, Las Vegas; W. P. Holmes and
wife, Roswell.
Normandle.
Lyon Rose.
Albuquerque; George
Brandon, Temple, Texas; Edgar Andrews, Bonanza; J. J. Culp, Denver;
John Briitt, Jack Bland, Will E. Burns,
Alamosa; David Williams, Waldo;
Amos W. Clark, Rico, Colo.; Charles
Mcllvain, El Paso.
Coronado.
E. L. Milton, Las Vegas; W. D. Watson. Estancia.

a
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FE EXCURSION
RATES EAST THE GOEOHHDO BESTIBIBMT.
Summer rales have been made by
SUNDAY DINNER.
the Santa Fe to points In tho states of
MENU.
Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
North Dakota,
Missouri, Nebraska,
Relishes.
South Dakota, Memphis, Tanu., WisLobster Salad,
consin and Wyoming.
These rates are a little more than
"
Soup,
one fare for the round trip. The
Mock Turtle.
round trip rate to Chicago be,ng $48.35,
Kansas City $35.85, St, Louis $43.35,
Meats.
Memphis $45.50. Dates of sale, June
K. C. Prime and Juice.
1st and 2d, June 9th to 16th, July ,1st
Stewed Chicken with Dumplings.
to 10, good for return passage until
October 31st, for particulars call on
Entrees.
agents of the Santa Fe.
German Linen.
Pan Cakes.
H. S. LUTZ,
Tobogan Sauce.
M.
N.
Santa
Fe,
Agent,
Vegetables.
W. R. Ward, of Dyersburg, Tenn., Snow Potatoes.
Sweet Peas,
writes: "This is to certify that I have
Sitewed Tomatoes.
used Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup for
chronic constipation, and It has provDesert.
en, without a douht, to be a thorough, Lemon Pie.
Apple Pie.
practical remedy for this trouble, and
Pineappte Ice Cream,
Coffee.
it Is with pleasure I offer my consci- Tea.
Ice Tea.
entious reference." Ireland's
Dinner, 25c
Sunday, June 3, 1906.
G. L. Herrera, Prop.
SANTA

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A F. WALTER, C. O.
3.
CANDELARIO, K. R. 8.
R. H. BOWLER. Master of Finance.

a

j-

.

, ..

;

f

P.O.

B.

E.

Santa Fe Lod&e. No. 40, B. P. 0. A,
holds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are Invited and welcome.
NORMAN L. KINO, B. R.
A J. FISCHER, Secy.
FRATERNAL UNION.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meeting
first and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco street Visiting Frat-er-s
welcome.
R. L. BAiCa, Fraternal Master.
DAVID GONZALBS. Secy.
MAOGDj O. MONTOTA Trees.

.

....

'

ARRIVALS.

HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good locations. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes
& Delgado. Office west side
of Plaza.

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Services at Guadalupe.
Guadalupe Churoh Tomorrow, Sunday, June 3, the first mass will ho
at 6:00 a. m.; the second mass at 9:30
a. m.; rosary and benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament at. 6:30 p. m.
Presbyterian Church.
First
Presbyterian Church: Rev.
George F. Sevier, pastor.
Sunday
school at 9:45 a. m. Preaching at 11

"r"

(Homestead Entry No. 6249.)
Notice for Publication,
Department of the Interior, Land Of-- I
flee at Santa Fe, N. M.
;
May 12, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler haa filed notice
.of his intention to make final proof
I In
support of his claim, and that said
'proof will be made before the clerk of
the court ot Albuquerque, N. M, July
-h, 1906. viz:
Elijah McLean Fenton,. of Perea,
'Sandoval County, N. M., for the SE
and 8W
NE
SE
E
SE
section 9, T 19 N, R 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
;
to nrove his continuous residence up
on and cultivation of said land, viz.:
R. Bletcher, G. W. Dexter, J. F.
Dexter, of Albuquerque, N. M.; W. 6.
Bletcher, of Senorlto.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
j

ELEGANT DINING CARS
Meals

la Carte.

j

I

Cars Equipped With
ELECTRIC LIGHTS AND FANS
All

4

For Further Information call on or address

H. B. EOOSER, O. W. F. & P. A.
1700 Stout

1

.j

u,

4.).

.

-'- -

J. H. GIN ST, Jr., T. P. A.

Street, Denver,

r

j

1Y

EL PASO ROUTE

gen--

IK.
4Mr

BALLARD SHOW LINIMENT GO.
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

W

WANTED
Work; cooking or
eral work, by competent woman,
swer to New Mexican Office, W

0

ly

FISCHER DRUQ COMPANY.

WANTED
Good, capable cook for
mining camp; fair wages. Address R,
this office.

j

T.,

obTXrRECOM7N0ET

office.

Cash paid for rags.

dyspe.
constipation,
MALARIA, CHILLS and

CURED OF CHILLS AND FEVER AFTEI
ALL OTHER MEDICINES FAILED
Mis. W. A. WMtewell, Emory,
write: "My child bad chills and few
for (onr yean. We tried all kinds ot
medicines, and finallyan acquaintance ol
mine recommended Heroine. We naed
three bottles, and the child U now completely cored. You hive my permiuioa
to pnbliah thia teatimonlal, aa I cheer-folrecommend Eerbine to all mother!
having children afflicted as mine."
GET THE GENUINE
1U1QZ BOTTLE, 50c

At once, rags, rags, cot.

the New Mexican

Colo.
SCHOOL

BUILDINGS

AT MESCALERO

RESERVATION,

2

4

'

SATURDAY,

JUNE 2.

fti-ME T

PFNITENTIARY BIDS.

SANTA VK iSEW .MEXICAN, SANTA Fl., X. M.

-

Santa Fe. N. M.. May 24, 1906.
Sealed proposals will bo received by
the board of New Mexico penitentiary
commissioners at the office of the superintendent, until 10 o'clock a. m.,
on Tuesday, June 6, 1906, for furnishing and delivering at. the New
Mexico penitentiary the supplies hereinafter mentioned, or so much thereBelen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., it the juncof as the board may deem sufficient.
Payment for said supplies will be
tion of.the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading
made in cash. Delivery of all supplies
except perishable articles must be as
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston tnd
directed by the superintendent
and
Samples will be required of all arpoints East to San Francisco, Los Angola, El Faso
ticles marked with an asterisk, and
Old Mexico.
these should bo labeled, showing name
of bidder, price, etc., and must be de1,000 business and Tesidence lota, size 25xU0 feet, laid
livered to the superintendent not later than 9 o'clock on said day.
streets, with alley 80 feet
out with broad 80 and
All bids must be made strictly in acblank
on
cordance with the conditions
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
proposals, which will bo furnished by
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churchthe superintendent on application', no
bid otherwise made will be entertainaev-eres; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;
ed. A bond will be required from all
fulfaithful
the
Hollsuccessful bidders for
large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent
fillment of contracts within ten days
after date of award.
er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three ho50,000 Iba, fresh beef, prime, quality,
tels, restaurants, etc., Men is the largest shipping point
necka and shanks excluded.
50,000 lbs. flour.
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
'
10,000 lbs. potatoes.
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad
4,000 lbs. pinto beans.
1,200 lbs. navy beans.
1)6 estimated.
7,000 lbs, granulated sugar.
city in the near future cannot
3,000 lbs, dry salt bacon.
1,000 lbs. corn meal,
30 cases roasted coffee,
75 lbs. black pepper.
2!i lbs. red pepper.
20 bbls. salt.
40 cases soap, laundry.
2 bblR. vinegar.
100 lba. red chile, ground.
oases canned corn.
6 cases Cal. fruits, assorted.
1,500 lbs. hominy..
15 lbs. glue.
saw files,
6
5 bbls. syrup.
15 lbs. plaster parts.
saw flies,
G threeisquare
1,000 lbs. oatflaltps.
2 kalsomlne brushes, best.
,
file
t
double-cuwood
6
rice.
"600 lbs.
2 lbs. lamp black, dry.
long.
shovel
handles,
doz.
6
250 lbs. dried currants.
10 lbs. chrome yellow,
handle.
hammer
3 doz. sledge
600 lbs. prunes.
a lbs. Prussian blue, bine dry powder
doz. pick handles.
70 lbs. tea, 10 lb. boxes.
j 10 lbs. Venetian' red,
dry powder, I horse shoeing hammer.
6 cases tomatoes, 8 lb. Las Crncos.
2 lbs., Amer.. vermillion red, dry powder.
1 carpenter's
hammer,
18 pint bottles vanilla extract,
2 gals, hard oil.
'blade.
1 hatchet,
18 pint bottles lemon extract.
20 gals, gloss oil.
brushes.
1
horse
doz.
2.000 lbs. lard compound, 50 lb. cans
2 gala, interior varnish.
0 hack saw blades, 12Jn.
1 case salmon.
250 lbs. oil putty.
in. garden hose.
10O ft.
250 lbs. raisins.
2 putty knives.
in.
6
hose
menders,
sausage.
2,400 lbs, bologna
2 spatulas,
in.
hoso
12
clamps,
butterine.
1.000 lbs,
10 lbs. chalk line.
in.
hoso
steam
0
clamps,
500 lbs. macaroni.
6 wall brushes,
ln.
12 steam hose couplings,
120 lbs. cheese.
6 wall brushes,
50 ft.
in. steam hose. '
100 pkgs. jello.
12 sash tools, round, long bristles.
25 lbs. horse shoe nails, No. fl.
100 lbs. powdered sugar.
12 fitches, long bristles.
No. 8.
shoe
horse
25
nails,
lbs.
salt.
table
.00 lbs.
15 sheets lithograph boards.
6.
No.
nallfi,
shoe
horse
25
lbs.
200 lbs. breakfast bacon.
2 qts. liquid glue.
1 keg No. 6 horse shoes.
100 lbs. lima beans.
5 pieces glass, 36x24.
1 keg No. 3 horse shoes.
25 lbs. bar chocolate.
1 piece glass, 37x9.
2 kegs No. 5 horse shoes.
25 lbs. shredded cocoanut.
14 pieces glass, 36x14.
4 horse shoes.
No.
4 doz.
2
X cases crackers,
kegs
sodas,
city
2 pieces glass, 12x20.
1 keg No. 2 horse shoes.
1 case cream of wheat,
35 pieces glass, 32x16.
1
shoes.
No.
horse
1
keg
1 case tapioca Ve.
2 pieces glass, 18x16.
shoes.
6
raulo
No.
2 kegs
1 case catsup.
3 pieces glass, 12x20.
2 kegs No. 5 mule shoes.
60 lbs. ginger, 6'a.
13 pieces- glass, 12x3fi.
2 kegs No. 4 mule shoes.
100 lbs. mustard.
10 pieces glass, 12x30.
ft.
Iron,
50
Norway
l's.
2 cases Greenwich lye,
10 pieces glass, 10x28.
50 ft, Norway iron,
500 lbs. sal soda, bulk.
17 pieces glass, 14x18.
25
ft Norway iron,
2 boxes candles, 6's.
2 pieces glass, 12x24.
50 ft. Norway Iron,
5 cases matches.
58 pieces glass, 18x20.
25 ft, Norway iron,
1 gross house brooms.
70 pieces glass, 15x22.
25 ft Norway iron,
1 doz. stable brooms.
38 pieces glass, 12x18.
50 ft. Norway iron,
500 lbs. dried peas.
1 piece glass, 1Gx50.
500 lbs. Duke's smoking tobacco, 25 ft. Norway iron,
piece glass, 33x40.
60 ft, flat iron,
3
07.3.
piece glasia, 12x33.
25 ft, flat iron,
40 butts chewing tobacco.
67 pieces glass, 16x56.
50 ft, flat Iron,
Tnnnnnfirl atmA hlwklAfl.
9
2 pieces glass, 16x40.
25
ft.
4 bottles burnish blacking (Lynn's).,
1 piece glass, 26x40.
30x96.
No.
27,
2
bundles
iron,
gal.
1,000 eyelet hooks.
1 piece glass, 36x54.
2 gross knives and 2 gross forks,
5,000 eyelets (J. & N., large).
pieces glass. 33x45.
1 doz. hafts, sewing, common.
(steel), handle and blado one solid 20,000 lbsi. oats.
1 doz. halts, leather top peg.
piece.
70,000 lbs. alfalfa.
18 lbs.
wire clinching nails..
1 lawn mower, hand, large size.
10,000 lbs. chopped feed.
nails.
wire clinching
13 lbs.
6 carpenter's mallets, length
3,000 lbs. bran.
Iron heel noils.
15 lbs.
20 lbsi blank nuts,
6,000 lbs. bedding.
9 lbs.
lrqn heel nails.
20 lbs, blank, nuts,
75 pieces soft pine, 2x6x12.
Iron heel nails.
6
ln.
25 lbs.
blank
nuts,
15 lbs.
75 pieces soft pine, 2x8x12.
2 boxes Singer machine needles .No. 1 nozzle,
15 pieces soft pine, 2x12x12.
No. 5.
100 ft. pick steel
soft pine, board
1,000 ft 1x10x12,
needles.
machine
1 box No. 2 Singer
1 pipe vice, combination,
measure.
'
No.
1 plumber's gasoline stove.
SOO ft, 1x12x12,
soft pine, board
5 doz. sewing machine oil.
t pair pliers, combination wire cutting.
measure.
1 oil stone, 1 side round, medium.
2 doz. picks, R. II.
,
500 ft. 1x12x12, soft, pine, full stork.
1 pair No. 5 pinchers (Timmon's).
1 set corrugated
planes, carpenter's.
1,000 ft. white pine, 1x12x16.
2.
No.
1 quire sandpaper,
1 doz. carpenter's pencils.
500 ft. whMo pine, lxlOxlfi.
3 ahank tasters (Keystone).
40 ft. wrought Iron pipe,
500 ft. white pine, 1x8x16.
10 lbs. No. 1 lasting tacks.
40 ft. wrought iron pipe,
500 ft. white pine, 2x6x16.
8 lbs. No. 2 lasting tacks.
iron
ft.
pipe,
60
wrought
800 ft. oak, 1x10x12.
1
2 boxes' Meyer's shoe thread.
60 ft wrought iron pipe,
200 ft. oak, 1x4x13.
40 sides heavy wax kip.
40 ft. wrought iron pipe,
48 pieces oak, 2x9x2 ft,,
long.
9 sides light wax kip.
60 ft. wrought Iron pipe, 2
500 ft. flooring, Oregon pine, 1x6x14.
4 sides heavy No. 1 oakwooil harness 1 doz. horse shoe rasps,
12 ft lengths.
50 ft, drill steel,
leather.
wood rasps,
6
28 ft. drill steel, Mn.
G00 lbs. (by the side) heavy No. 1 6 quarter-rounfiles,
12 ft.
pipe.
oakwood sole leather.
4 brass bound rules,
.round Iron, 14 ft lengths.
56 ft.
1 wagon without bed,
20 doz. spools No. 24 black thread.
50 ft. Bteel for repolntlng picks.
800 ft. rope,
20 idoz. spools No. 30 black thread.
5 doss, shovels., long handles.
thread.
24
white
ft.
No.
200
doz.
rope,
20
spools
2 pinch bars.
tinner's.
white
thread.
No.
30
30 lbs. solder,
- 20 doz. spools
6 axes.
1
No.
wood
11,
25 gross
screws,
3 doz. spools No. 8 white thread.
3 grubbing hoes.
1 gross wood screws. No. 8,
3 doz. spools No. 8 black thread.
550 lbs. black powder.
1 pkg. No. 7 Domestic sewing machine 1 gross wood screws, No. 9,
600 lbs. giant powder.
1 gross wood screws, No. 7,
needles
2,000 ft. fuse.
1 gross wood screws, No. 8,
5 pkgs. Sharp's hand needles, 1 to 5.
6 boxes caps.
No.
4.
10,
wood
No.
1 grosa
screws,
5 pkgs. Sharp's hand needles,
4 doz. pick handles.
2
1
No.
18,
cross wood screws.
10O y da. cloth, prisoner's
uniform,
1 doz, drill hammer handles.
6 bricklayer's trowels, (Rose),
dark roue woolen, 54 In. wide,
25 attaching plugs.
500 yds. cloth, blue gray, woolen, 54 2 boxes tin XXX plate, 20x28.
5 lbs. Manson tape.
rope.
4 tackle blocks, double,
in. wide.
100 Incandescent
lamps, 110 volts.
rope.
2
tackle blocks, single,
10fl yds. denim, amoskrog preferred.
8 c, p.
3 doz. table spoons, heavy.
200 yd, drilling.
75 Incandescent,
lamps, 110 volts,
6 wagon tongues.
"500 yds. canton flannel.
18 c. p.
1,250 yds. shirting, Hamilton stripes. 6 neck yokes.
25 incandescent
lamps. Ill) volts
1 singletree.
500 yards toweling.
32 c. p.
50 yds. red flannel,
6 front hounds,
t lb, Ac carbolic eryst,
100 yds. sheeting.
6 bind hound's.
2 lbs. Ac boracic.
ROO yds. lining.
1 wagon tire shrlnker.
Ac tannic.
5 gross cotton socks.
12 wagon skeins, steel, 8
right 1
lb. amnion, chloride.
left.
12 gross pants buttons, large.
12 wagon skeins, steel, 3
1 lb, ammon. carb.
2 doz. shovels, long handles.
12 gross pants buttons, small.
1 lb. bromide
potass.
1 doz. shovels, short handles.
9 gross coat buttons.
1 lb. bromide sodil.
shovels.
1
doz. coal
20 gross shirt buttons.
1 lb. bismuth sub. nit.
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers, 1
6 gross drawers buttons.
"
1 lb. cerium oxalate.
20 lbs. wrought iron washers,
30 lbs. bolts, carriage,
1 lb. cupra. sulph.
20 lbs. wrought Iron waahers,
20 lbs. bolts, carriage,
1 lb. dovors powder.
15 lbs. botta, carriage,
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers,
1 lb. mustard powder,
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers,
10 lbs.. bolts, tire,
1 lb, talcum powder,
;
,
1 Stillson wrench, open,
10 lbs. borax.
,
10 lbs. magnesll sulph.
1 Demis & Call wrench, common,
. 10 lbs. brass polish.
1 lb. pot. et sodil tart,
1 Bemis & Call wrench, common,
6 brass steam cocks,
1 lb. pot cblor.
1 Bax'er adjustable
"8" wrench,
In,
6 brass steam cocks,
T
1 Ib.pot. "iodli.
1 Coe's wrench,
L pair calipers,
1 lb. arnica fl. ex.
1 Coe's wrench,
1 closet bowl with seat, attachment.
fl. ex.
1 lb. belladonna
1 alligator wrench, No. 4.
1 doz. curry combs.
1 lb. tolu fl. ex.
2 sets collar pads, 24's.
1,000 lbs. white lead.
3 lbs. wild cherry fl. ex.
100 gals, pure linseed oil.
7 sets collar pads, 23's.
5 pt. cascara sag. fl. ex.'
1 bbl. aspheltum paint.
ln, drill steel.
50 ft.
'
5 pts. trlfoltum Co. fl. ex,
15 gals, turpentine,
In. drill steel.
100 ft.
1 pt. licorice fl. ex.
3
drlU
steel.
100 ft. lin.
gale. Japan dryer.
1 pt. nux vomica.
3 books gold leaf.
bit.
4 drills, H,
shank, and
1
pt oxli camph. Co.
1 lb, gilt bronze,
bit.
4 drills,
,
shank, and
1,000 tablets neuralgic headache.
2 quires sandpaper, No, 0,
bit.
3 drills,
,
shank, and
'
1,000 tablets pepsin bismuth and charB flat smooth files, 164n.
50 lbs. oxide zinc, dry.
"
coal.
1 paint strainer.
6 smooth files, 84n.
atr. V
500 tablets pot.
1 kalsomlne strainer.
12 bastard flat files,
1 roll oiled Bilk.
2 lbs. Marseilles green, dry.
8
files,
1 roll
adhesive plaster.
10 lbs. Marseilles green, in oil.
6
.
files,
adhesive plaster.."
1 roll
'3 pole brushes, best,
6
round files,
adhesive plaster,
1 toll
1 glass cutter.
v
6 thMfroraered files,
4 roflH belladonna plaster.
e
;
12
150 lbs. Spanish whiting.
saw files, ln.

BE LEW, w

m,

Fatiure Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y
Located on Belen Cut-of- f
A

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

?0-fo-

al

I

Ji

LIMITED

FAST

F.XPHESS,

MAIL

AT

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER

THE

MA

IN LINE THROUGH TO

RELEN,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

The !rh offered ire in the center of the city,, well
ed

grad-

no sand or

(many of Ibem improved by cultivation);

We med a Bret clow bakery, tailor shop, shoe
house, jeweler, plumbing shoj., planing mill, coal and wood
gravel.

yard, rirag utoro, hsmesi shop, etc., etc., also a first class,
modern hotel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on

title perfect; warranty
cash.

BELEN TOWNSITE

Two-third-

curity, for

deeds.

payments;

may romaiii on note, with mortgage

s

se-

ypar, with 8 per cent, interest thereon.

one-

Apply at nnvo for map and

JOHN BECKER, Preaident.

eaj

purchase money,

One-thir-

yon wish to awn r

pricf, if

the choicest tola, to

M. BEKGER, Secretary.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
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be discontinued. The action has been
taken for the reason that the treasury of the city has run about dry.
The Douglas Fire Department christened tho now city hall last Tuesday
night. The affair was strictly Informal
although Judge McDonald held the
chair. A committee was appointed to
plan for the. hose race to be held on
July 4th.
Harry Breggnr, a Nevada man was
found dying in a corral in Fhoonix
last. Wednesday and was lakeu to the
county hospital, where he has been
given attention. When found the man
had not a cent of money and was
without food.
T. T. HInes reports that the well being bored by the Copper Queen Mln
ing Company at the lime quarry east
of Douglas has proved to be a slow
and very hard task. The well is down
about. 400 feet and for more than 300
feet the drill has been in rock.
The First Baptist Church at Douglas will be dedicated tomorrow. The
new building la a credit to the city
and stands
prominent corner of
1 pt. sarsaparllla fl. ex.
the church block which was dedicated
1 gal. elixr. saw palmetto Co.
to the churches of the city by the
1 gal. elixr. tonga Co.
Copper Queen Mining Company at the
1 oz. 01. anise.
corner of Tenth and E Streets.
1 gal. 01. rlcine.
At Bisbee, charged with perjury in
the Campbell murder case, which was
gals. 01. cod liver.
2 ozs. 0. cloves.
tried In Tombstone last week, result
1 oz. 01. eajtiput."
ing in the verdict of manslaughter, C.
t oz. 01. lavender.
E. Buster has been arrested and in
1 oz. 01.
wintergreen.
default of $1,000 bail has been locked
1 oz. 01. mustard.
up in the Branch County jail. Butter
2 gals. 01. cotton seed.
testified in favcr of the defendant.
500 tablets codeine eulph. gr.
On telegraphic information, J. M.
100 tablets cocaine hyiT: gr. 11.
who alleges to be a traveling
Wills,
100 tablets H morph. and atrop (Hy- - man cn hU first
trip through Arizona
podermic).
was arrested Wednesday evening by
.
gr.1-401,000 tablets strychinino sulph.
Sheriff Pacheco in a hotel at Tucson,
500 tablets strphanth Co. r. D. & Co. on
the charge of embezzlemon'. The
1,000 tablets nitroglycerine Co.
offense is alleged to have been per5 doz. seeds dry plates, No. 27, 4x5.
petrated in Tombstone and Wills was
5 lbs. hyposulphite of soda.
taken to that city for trial.
soda.
lb. sulphite of
The case of the Territory of Arizona
15 grains gold chloride,
vs. Roy WhiltleAy was begun in llio
lb. acid pyrogalllc.
district court, at Phoenix Tuesday.
2 plate holders 5x8 with 4s5 kits.
Whittlesy is the miner from Bisbee
The board of New Mexico penitenti who shot the owner of a hotel in
reserves
the
commissioners
right
ary
Tombstone In a fit of jealousy some
to reject any and all bids.
time ago because the woman In charge'
In submitting bids for above supplies of the
would not admit him
bidders should write plainly on enve to the hostelrywhere hi wife and baplace
lope the following: "Bids for supplies bies were.
for New Mexico Penitentiary," with
The
that a cook entertainname or names of bidder or bidders, ed for antipathy
work came near resulting in
missame
of
by
to avoid the opening
tho destruction of the residence ot
take.
S. Irwin, editor of the Mesa
George
Dy order of the board of New Mex Free Press last
Monday. Tho girl
ico penitentiary commissioners.
wanted to quit iior job and her mother
ARTHUR TRELFORD.
insisted that she remain. As a lafet
Superintendent.
conceived the Idea that
resort the
sent
separately If she wouldgirlburn tho house her trouSamnlos may be
suduly marked and numbered, to the
bles "Would be ended. She made sevperintendent.
eral attempts, but on each occasion
the fire was extinguished before it had
gained much headway.
Martin Ramsey, a post, graduate of
John Hopkins University and other colleges, and who has been on the faculty
of at least twp prominent colleges, but
tJia ereuliiatine exercises of the now a drunken tramp, was sentenced
Phoenix High School were held Thurs to thirty days in jail by Judg JohnHousfe. stone at Phoenix last Wednesday, but
day night in the DorrU Opera
in the committment was not
Thorn, mm tweivtv.flve members
Isjued, the
defendant having been given twetity-fou- r
the class.
hours to got out of thvs city. lie
Theodore Huck, a Prescott barber,
committed suicide last Tuesda:,' by the speaks six languages and was a man
pistol route. He Is supposed to have full of promise when he. took to the
hoon inannfl from the excessilve use of use of whiskey for a stimulant on account of overwork. He formed the
morphine.
ot habit and after that his dowiita.il was
Mrs., Clara S. Mlllor, a pioneer
Arizona, died at Ivor home in Phoenix rapid.
Acting under the orders of Governor
Wednesday afternoon aged 68 years.
Deceased is survived by four sons and Ysabel of Sonora from his headquarters in Hermosillo, fgnncio Elias, preone daughter.
A number of Lowell saloon keepers fect of Arlzple and
Linares,
have posted notices about their places judge of the First instance of Cananea
not
be
will
In
drinks
were
of business that
Douglas several days during
served to women in the barrooms or the early part of the week Jnvestlgat
In front of the saloons.
ing the mysterious death of Ernesto
Ernest Scranton, the young man who In the Agua Prieta dungeon. Ruiz
had been, placed In the dungeon osten
met with the serious mishap at
about three weeks ago In ac- sibly as a witness to a murder trial,
He was found a short time after with
cidentally being shot, died at the
Hospital Wednesday morning at his throat cut. It was first thought
to be a case of suicide, but murder is
about 9 o'clock.
George Gamble of Solomonvife is a now thought to be the more plausible
candidate for the Republican nomina- explanation of hie death.
tion for sheriff of Graham County.
Gamble was twice treasurer of the
Cured Hemorrhages of the Lungs
county and the indications are that
"Several years since my lungs were
he will be nominated.
so badly affected that I had many hemAa soon as the Ave standard fire
orrhages," writes A. M. Ake, of Wood,
plugs which were ordered some time Ind. "I took treatment with several
deAre
a
received
volunteer
ago are
physicians without any benefit. I then
partment will be organized in Lowell. started to take Foley's Honey and Tar,
A hose cart and 600 feet of hose have and
my lungs are now as sound as a
already been received.
bullet. I recommend It in advance
' W. R. (Norton, the prominent Phoe
of lung trouble." Foley's Honey
nix architect, and one of the greatest stages
and Tar stops the cough and heals the
in1
on
the
school
experts
buildings
lungs, and prevents serious results
West, was in Douglas Wednesday and from
a cold. Refuse substitutes.
submitted plana for the new school
Pharmacy.
building to be built In that city.
A dispatch comes from Phoenix to
the effect that the city council has or- - If you want anything on earta- - try
dered the atreet sprinkling service to a New Mexican "ad."

rolls mustard plaster.
gal. alcohol.
1 doz.
bandages.
1 doz.
bandages.
1 doz. l in. bandages.
1 ,loz.
bandages,
1
gal. euthymol.
8 ozs. quinine sulph.
I gal. witch hazel.
1 lb. ichthyol.
i lb. creasdte, Beerhwoml.
20 lbs. vaseline.
1
gal. glycerine.
1 lb. sodil phosphate.
1 II).
sulphur.
1 lb.
pepsin asceptic.
gals. nq. ammonia.
10 lbs. absorbant cotton.
1 oz. silver nitrate stick.
1,000 capsules, No, 00.
1,000 capsiilos. No. 1.
1,000 capsules, No. 3.
lbs. buchu and juniper fl. ex.
10 lbs. saline laxative.
lbs, chloroform.
1 lb. ether.
plumb, ac.
pts. stilllngia Co. fl. ex.

6

3
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SK5ffla yourJewelry

Catalog No. 49

and save money on
purchases. Our guarantee of
high quality and coned style will cost you nothing.
CATALOG

WRITE FOR IT TODAY.

IS FREE.

Jewelers

BROCK & FEAGANS,
LOS ANGELES,
FOURTH & BROADWAY

CAL.

Advertise in yortr home paper ond note the results that follow.
Re

enterprising.
No woman's happU
nesg can be complete

without children; it
is her nature to love
and want them
as much so as it is
to love the beautiful and pure.
The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass,
however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, thaUhe
very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coming event
that it is safely passed without any danger. I his great and wondertui
remedy is always applied externally, and
has carried thousands
of .women through the
trying crisis without suffering.

MoaglldtfiidvaiB

Foo(Biwsll

Snd for free book contain Ine Informntlon of
priceless value to ill expectant mothers.

Tha Bradfleld Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.
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HUGHES & DELGADO.

Insurance and Real Estate

have some cholcd proporty for the person with small capital and also
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
s
:
:
Santa Fe N. M.
Office West 81de of Plaza,
VVb

OUR FLAG
OTTO RETSCH

z

Proprietor.
Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars.

s

n

Ire-lan-

'

IFBANCISCO DKUUDO,

HUfltlF.3.

WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

.7

:

:

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

If. N. TQWXSEXD.

IF. AKERF.

"THE CLUB"
The old established line ol goods formerly carried at
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods m government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
to Coronado Hotel.

AKERS

&

TOWNSEND, Proprietors.
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INVENTS FLYING
NEW WALKING
MACHINE AUTO
RECORD ESTABLISHED
Springfield, Ohio, June 2. A 'new
principle of flight is Involved In the
flying machine of B. F. Howe, a Cin
cinnati mechanic, just given a suc
cessful test. It runs on the ground
like a nautomoblle or flies through the
air like a bird.- - A patent on it has
just been taken out.
The flying apparatus consists of
three canvas sails, one of which is of
concave shape. Between these sails
or wings, as the inventor styles them,
The
are twenty-sevepropellers.
wings are connected with a light car
by steel tubing, making a firm frame
work. The sails are maneuvered by
a lever inside the car, much the same
as the tiller of a sailboat
The most striking feature of the
machine Is that the car is In reality
a small automobile, capable of attaining great speed. It contains a
light, but effective electrical engine
of thirty horse power and has a lifting
power sufficient to raise 900 pounds or
about six ordinary men. The mode of
navigation Is as follows:
After gaining sufficient speed on the
ground, the sails of the machine are
tilted upward, and by the suction of
the air rises swiftly. After leaving
the ground the power of the engine Is
used to force the propellers under
the wings, thus creating a driving power as great as that which buoys up
the ship. The machine will not be
capable of attaining any great height,
but Is Intended to skim along at about
a distance of 200 feet from the ground.
It is stated that the ship will be able
to make a distance of 100 miles In less
than an hour.
Several promipent business men
have become Interested In the invention and, it Is said, a company will
be formed In the near future to put
the machines on the market. The machine has just been maneuvered over
Cincinnati with great success.

By W. W. Corbett. antf A. H.
from Lake Peak to

'

Santa

Fe;'-

Broad-hea-

-

assistant cashier
the First National Bank of Santa

A. H. Broadhend,
of

urely in the lead. It maintained a respectable distance between itself and
them for about ten miles and then disappeared.'" Both Mr. Corbett and Mr.
Brodhead insist that they had a very
pleasant trip.

PRETTY WOMAN
HELD FOR MURDER

Fe, and W. W. Corbett, member of
Brother-ln-Lathe firm of Corbett & Smythe, cham- Alleged She Killed
pion long distance walkers, who preAgainst Whom She Makes Grave
fer rocky mountain roads to a cinder
Charges.
track, established a new record when
to
from
Lake
Peak
Santa
walked
Fort Worth, Texas, June 2. 'Mrs.
they
Fe In live hours last Wednesday after- Aelo Taliaferro, charged with the
noon.
J. S.
murder of her brother-in-law- ,
The fact that the walk was com- Cree, on the night of May 19, has been
pulsory did not rob It of any of its arraigned in a Justice court on a charge
pleasure, and as they had one horse of murder and bound over In the sum
between them on their return trip and of $2,500 to await the action of the
took turns at riding and walking the grand Jury. Her attorneys say the
eighteen miles were covered without bond will be promptly furnished. In
much difficulty.
Another advantage the meantime the woman is made as
which may account for the excellent comfortable in the county
jail as pos
time they made was that the horse, sible.
which Mr. Brodhead had ridden to set
This case is almost a counterpart of
the pace most of the way back, walkTerrevano case in the
the
ing just far enough ahead of them to east. Josephine
Mrs. Taliaferro is a beautiful
keep out of reach, When tlhey reached blonde of
twenty years. According to
the Yellow Pine Lumber Company's
her story, she was left an orphan at
saw mill It disappeared
completely the
age of thirteen years, and went
and has not been seen since.
to live with Cree, who was appointed
The two men had planned to cele- her
guardian and had charge of her
brate Memorial Day by a trip to Lake little
patrimony.
of
base
reached
which
Peak, the
they
the
At
age of fourteen years she was
after a long ride through the moun
tains. The snow In the mountains is suddenly sent from Texas to a charity
Louisiana,
still very deep, measuring fifteen feet hospital in Shreveport,
She alleges
In some places, so It became necessary where a child was born.
for thorn to tie their horses and climb Cree was the father. 'She fled from
to a ridge which would give them a the hospital In order to avoid the life
she was compelled to lead with Creo,
view of the lakes.
hut he advertised in the papers for
When they returned to where they
her until he found her and she was
hart lefit, their horses, Mr. Brodhead
back to Fort Worth.
observed his animal grazing not. far brought
Duirlng this time she formed the
distant. All efforts to secure it, however were futile, and they made prep- cigarette habit, and Is now an InvetAt one time she was
. erate smoker.
arations to return without this
In the Tarrant County jail on a charge
They had Mr. Corbett's
between them, and a walk of of lunacy.
nine miles did not look bad to either.
The woman says that last Saturday
Mr. Brodhead's steed apparently an- night she procured a pistol and while
ticipated their move, as it started leis Cree was fixing a window curtain she
buoep-halus-

Rosl-nant-

killed Win. Then she fled to Dallas,
finally reaching Waco, where she was

arrested.

The woman comes from an excellent
family, her father having been a prominent business man of Walker Springs
for many years. Cree was a butter
maker in the employ of one of the
local packing plants and was regarded
as a good and useful citizen.

TORTURED GIRL
WITH NEEDLES
Terrible Ordeal to Which Josephine
Terranova Was Subjected to Test
Her Sanity.

The Now Mexican Printing Com
pany is prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announceNotaries Public Appointed.
of that
Issued by Local Weather Office Gives
The following have been appointed ments, invitations and all work
low as compatible
as
Prices
kind.
Interesting Facts Santa Fe's
:
Hager-manGovernor
notaries public by
at the New
Delightful Climate.
E. L. Price, of Socorro, Socorro with good work. Call
and James Walker of Estan-cla- , Mexican office and examine samples
County,
and prices.
According to the monthly meteoroTorrance County.
logical summary issued by the local
weather office for Santa Fe and vicinONLY 25 CENTS
ity, there was only one cloudy day
All the Turkey you can eat for only
during the momth of May. There were JS cents, at the Bon Ton tomorrow,
D.
M.
19 days on which the sunshine averaged 90 per cent, and 6 days on which
MEETING.
ANNUAL
the average was 100 per cent. The re202 Water Street.
Telephone No, 30.
maining number of days were partly Benevolent and Protective Order of
Office Hours :
cloudy with a good percentage of
Elks, Denver, Colorado,
sunshine, the total for the month beJuly
to 3 p, m., except Wednesday
ing 79 per cent. Santa Fe's delightful
For the above
and Sunday.
the Saata
'summer temperature was never bet- Fe will sell ticketsoccasion,
to Denver and reter Illustrated than oy the figures in turn
at the rate of one fare 916.90, for
PRIVATE HOSPITAL
this table. The highest temperature
the round trip. Dates ot sale July
First clans accommodations for
during the past month was 78 degrees, 13th, 14th and 15th. Good, for return
on May 28th, and the lowest temperlimited number of patients,
20th. Low rates
ature for the month was 33 degrees, passage until August
on
from
all
the
Fe
Santa
t
points
New operating rooms completely
on May 1. The greatest daily range
H. S. LUTJ5, Agent.
was 32 degrees on May 30, and the Denver.
equipped with modern Instruleast was 15 degrees on May 23d. The
ments.
Faradic, galvanic
. MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
mean for the past monith for a ported
and static electricity.
renew
The
law
license
marriage
of 34 years was 56.2 degrees. The
Radiographic work;
absolute maximum for this month, quires probate clerks to post three
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
law in conspicuous
the
new
of
copies
same
covering the
period of years, waa
Ozone Generator, Etc,
86 degrees;
the absolute minimum places In each precinct. The New
Mexican has printed the law neatly
was 24 degrees.
The total precipitation for this on cardboard and is now ready to fill
month was .45 of an inch, the great- orders In English or Spanish at fifty
est precipitation In any 24 hours be- cents for, each poster. Probate clerks
ing .21 of an Inch on May 20. The should enter their orders immediately,
average precipitation for this month as the new law went Into effect on
during a period of 34 years was 1.11 April i. 1905.
Inches.
Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy!
The prevailing direction of the wind
the
month of May was from
during
Almost every family has need
the southwest, with a total movoment
SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
of a reliable remedy for colic or
of 6,237 miles. The average hourly
Commencing Mas 1st and until Sepdiarrhea at some time during the
velocity was 8.4 miles. The maximum tember 30th the Santa Fe will sell tickvelocity for five minutes was 36 miles ets on each Tuesday, Thursday and
year.
per hour on May 19, the prevailing di- Saturday to Los Angeles and San DiThis remedy is recommended
rection being from the southwest. The ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90
by dealers who have sold it for
average humidity for the month was for the round trip. Return limit of
many years and know its value.
40 per cent.
r
ticket November 30th, 1906.
It has received thousands of
allowed In California. For particulars
testimonials from grateful people.
call on agents of the Santa Fe.
It has been prescribed by phyRESOLUTIONS ON
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
sicians with the most satisfactory
Santa Fe, N. M.
DEATH J. C. HERNDON

METEOROLOGICAL
SUMMARY

If Josephine
Terranova, accused of the murder of
her uncle ond aunt, Is not mad now,
there la a fair prospeot that she will
be before the Irrepressible alienists
are through with her.
Today added fresh tortures to die
burden of this miserable girl. Dragged from her cell In the morning, the
girl was laid hold of by three alienists which the mercy of the law had
provided and subjected to a series of
refined tortures.
They plied her with questions, they
inserted sharp needles Into her flesh,
hot tubes were laid close to her face
and body, her eyelids were forced
back, her arms and limbs pinched in
half a dozen different places, while
the alienists kept watch to see her
wince and wriggle tinder the torture.
Judge Palmier!, counsel for the prisoner, denounced the treatment and later at the session of the commission
which is to pass on the sanity of the
girl, lodged a formal protest against
the proceedings.
2.

DELEGATE ANDREWS
SUBSCRIBES TO FUND

e

J.

DIAZ, M.

16-2-

To Purchase

Lots for Mary James
Wires Sum of
Twenty-fivDollars.

Mission

School
e

Chamberlain's

California.

-

Stop-ove-

at noon today from Delegate W. H. Andrews ot Washington in answer to a Passed

8TATBMJ13TS1T

OFFICIAL MATTERS.

1

Now York, June

The following dispatch waa received

by Bar Association of Arizona
at Session In Phoenix.'
dispatch sent by the editor of the New
Mexican to the Delegate suggesting a
Of the Territorial Treasurer of New Mexico, 2d Quarter of the 57th Fiscal Year, Commencing March 1st, 1906.
donation
to the fund for the purchase
The Bar Association of Arizona in
and ending May 31st, 1906.
of the Ellis lots for the location of the session at Phoenix last Wednesday
Mary James Mission School:
drew up the following resolutions rel
"Please draw on me at sight, care ative to the death a short time ago
Balances
Transfers
Transfers
Receipts
Balances
Payments
of the Shareham Hotel, for twenty-flvof John C. Herndon,
who was well
Title of fund or account.
Nov. 30, 1905 dur. quarter
to funds
from funds !dur. quarter May 31,1906
dollars toward securing the location known in this city:
of the Mary James Mission School.
Whereas, Divine Providence has
46.535 45
8
I
Interest fund
3,433 35
8,800 00
"W. H. ANDREWS."
41,108 80
called our honored and illustrious
290
04
454 43
;
2,012 11;
Interest on deposits
833 15
1,014 57
brother, John C. Herndon, to the
39 11
129 13
Int. and Skg. fund, Cert, of Ind
168 24
bourne from whence no traveler re57
33
847
4,588
817 33 BRAKEMAN KILLED
4,588 57
University of New Mexico
6 18
turns, now therefore,
6 18
6 18
6 18
University of N. M., deficiency fund
IN FREIGHT WRECK
130 00
1,589 7.1
Be It resolved, That it is the
1.689 75
30 00
University of New Mexico income fund ... .
sense of the Territorial
Bar
University of New Mexico saline fund
6.J19 08
547 531
6,249 00
547 60 On Santa Fe Railroad
Three Miles Association of Arizona, that there is
Agricultural College
30
U5t)
00
104
250
income
fund
104
00
30,
Agricultural College
North of Raton Yesterday
not, and never has been during the
Agricultural College permanent fund
existence of this political subdivision
Morning,
209 49!
4,479
Reform School fund
1,373 43
89
3,315
of the United States, a more honor378 81
15 611
Reform School Income fund
391 41
A dispatch from Raton states that able, faithful and successful member
Reform School permanent fund
394 04
6,166 49
Blind Asylum fund
6.166 49!
394 04 John P. Baker, a brakeman, was killed of our association;
514 22
and Fireman George Prankard was
514 22
Blind Asylum Income fund
That as a lawyer and a citizen no
1,656 32
Blind Asylum permanent fund
1,656 33 seriously Injured in a freight wreck member of our profession stood high661 94
037 09
New Mexico School of Mines
1,899 0? which occurred
about three miles er and no citizen of the Territory of
School of Mines Income fund
north of that nlace on ':he Simla Fe Arizona was more beloved by its
School of Mines permanent fund
Ri.Hroad
early yesterday nion.'ng.
128 28
3,110 15
Deaf and Dumb Asylum
128 S8
2,110 15
Conductor
That In the loss of John C. Herndon
(Xenwiller, Engl.iecr F.
457
58
Income
Dumb
fund
457
58
Deaf and
Asylum
and Brakemen Talbo and Sni'imei-viKe- , a place has been made vacant that it
Deaf and Dumb Asylum permanent fund
saved tlxir lives by jumping.
338 05
is Impossible to fill; that the citizens
..
2,070 59
Miners Hospital fund
f,409 24
16 10
39 12'
An extra freight train of thirty-seveMiners' Hospital Income fund
of this territory have been deprived of
45 22
Miners' Hospital permanent fund
cars got away near the t.iunel And the a member of society whoso
every act
New Mexico Insane Asylum
8,803 76
3,619 33
3,499 64
1,923 15 sir brakes refusing to work, the train both
public and private, was one of
19 80
19 80
Insane Asylum Income fund
rushed down the Raton Mountain at honor and prompted by love for his
Insane Asylum permanent fund.
great speed. It reached a point neighbors and the 'highest patriotic
14 05'
14
Income
fund
00
05
Penitentiary
about three miles north of Raton when sentiments;
858
4,632 S3
3,399 96
3,000 85
Penitentiary current expense fund
2,757 83!
That our sympathy and resnect is
Pen. maintenance fund
2,163 2ft
997 2i the cars left the track, with the result
3,922 90
647 74
Pen convicts earnings fund
of then went over" extended to his bereaved wife nnd
970 35 that twenty-seve5,322 31
4,999 70
45!
45 the embankment, one above the other. family; that a
Penitentiary permanent fund
copy of this resolution
637 59
New Mexico Military institute.
3,511
199 87 Traffic was impeded
3,949 79
and wrecking be spread upon the minutes of this
Military Institute Income fund
crews were Immediately ordered to association, a copy filed with the su
Military Institute permanent
secene of the accident The debris preme court of Arizona and an en60 00
Water Reservoir permanent fund
60 00
was cleared away late yesterday af- grossed copy hereof mailed to
73
00
50
59
fund
132 50
his
Compilation
Trains over the Santa Fe family.
649 31
4,118 60
Normal School, N. M. (Silver City)
216 33 ternoon.
4,521 59
107 60.
Normal School, S. C, Income fund
107 60 were several hours late yesterday, but
have been running nearly on time
Normal School, S. C, permanent
THE FRANCISCAN
653 70!
Normal School, Las Vegas
3,531 91
203 12
3,982 25
Normal School, Las Vegas, income fund. . .
MARTYRS
Normal University, Las Vegas, permanent
WIOOW WILL WED
6 18!
1,489 871
1,496 05
Special purposes
CHILDHOOD CHOICE. Professor F. W. Hodrje, Noted ScienCommon School income fund
6,322 22
5,49.' 39'.
1,012 12j
10,803 49
43
Proceeds 5 per cent U. S. land sales pcrma.
19,675 37
20,129 80
tist, Compliments New Mexico
63!
12 29
Charitable institutions
13,242 80
1,156
3,947 17
New York, June 2. Another chapter
10,464 55
Historical Society on the
961.
606
4,331 60
55!) 59 in a romance which
4,378 D7
Sheep sanitary fund
in Denver
began
Pamphlet
241.
1.109
Cattle Indemnity fund
10,553 47
4.797 52
6,865 19
many years ago, will be enacted when
3,430 05
1,007 21 !.
3.771 10
1,666 16;
Compensation of assessors. ...
Mrs. Maud E. Rowles, 1013 South
Professor F. W. Hodge, who has
3.266 10!
39,366 28
4,551 51
19,339 00
37,945 19
Salary fund
Street, will be married to been connected with the Smithsonian
656 77
84 301
30 49;
003 96 Forty-sixtSupreme court fund
Miscellaneous fund
of Institute in Washington for many
11,076 82
1,606 26
7,084 89!
5)598 19 John P. Altberger, superintendent
648 24
138 50
Militia fund
603 20'
184 54 the Western Union Telegraph
Com. yearn, and is now editor of the Ameri497 42
2,515 93
9fi8 96 pany in this city.
can Anthropologist, writes as follows
2,044 39
Capitol contingent expense fund
378 72
150 01
106 00
4?3 73
Cap. Bldg. Bonds Skg. fund
Mrs. Rowles is the daughter of the in regard to the pamphlet recently
48.737 41
394 23
54
Provisional Indebtedness sinking fund
49,033 18 late ,T. B.
by the Historical Society conJohnson, who was speaker
6 18
6 18
Geological survey
of the House of Representatives
in taining the sermon preached in Mex4 66;
9 91
Louisiana Purchase Exposition fd., 54th F. V.
14 57
ico in 1681 in memory of the Fran88 17
208 45
61 00
Louisiana Pur. Exposition fd.,
235 63 Kansas. When they were children she
i r .
ciscan martyrs, who were killed in
met Altberger in Denver.
314 27
314 37
Scenic Route
United States Land Commission
483 28
Miss Johnson married
1,673 4 5
William New Mexico the previous year. No
1,189 17
489 43
278 00;
132 15:
The Palace Income Fund
635 38 Rowles, a prominent merchant, more one in the country is better
acquainted
63 29
So. Western and International Express Co
63 29 than twenty years ago. She
with the value of historical material
eventually
148 29
148 29;
Territorial purposes, 54th fiscal year
came to Philadelphia, where she and than Professor Hodge. He says:
626 57
626 57
Territorial purposes, 55th fiscal year
"Please accept my cordial thanks for
'her childhood sweetheart met again.
774 86
Territorial purposes, 56th fiscal year
1,693 20i
2,468 06!
mo the copy of that most insending
102 98
66
Territorial purposes, 57th fiscal yenr
1,206 68!
11,309
teresting sermon on the death of the
86 48
Territorial institutions. 54th fiscal year
86 48
LOS ANGELES GIRL
Franciscan martyrs; and let me con532 60
532 60
Territorial Institutions, 55th fiscal year. .
WEDS CHINESE EDITOR
Territorial institutions, 56th fiscal year
1.308 87
gratulate you and the Historical
1,208 67
Territorial Institutions, 57th fiscal year
617 13
of New Mexico for having Its
6,533 10
5,9rs 97
2.
June
A
Cal.,
romance
Berkeley,
130 00
2,773 58
1,300 00
Improvement Rio Urande income
3,943 58
translation published so
will
which
extend
two
promptly and
to
continents so well."
12,661 26'
Improvement Rio Grande, permanent
12,661
160 07
160 07 was made public here today with the
2,193 02
3,193 02
Orphans Children Home, Belen
Water Reservoir in. for Irrigation purposes.
811 68
3,848 01
3,036 33 departure of Liu Shen Yu, a Chinese
Public Buildings at Capitol income
2,175 72
3,175 72 read estate man and editor, and Miss SANTA FE
INDICTED
Casual deficit bonds sinking fund
23 34
47 20
70 54 Dorothy Trescott, the daughter of a
bonds
9 63
Current expense
48,361 22
1,016 32
sinking fund
49,387 28 wealthy mining man of Los
FOR
REBATING.
Angeles,
Insurance fund
25,123 98;
2,329 58
20,117 86 who left
1,335 70
Berkeley last night en route
338 79
Artesian Wells District No. 1
36 00
355 59
19 20
for Ogden, Utah, where they are to be Colorado Fuel and Iron Company Is
461 57
Territorial Institutions bonds, sinking fund.
32 25
46
491 28
Also Included for
The wedding will be the cul461 57
32 25
46
494 38 married.
Reivinn
Capl'ol rebuilding bonds, sinking fund
31
307 69
Favors.
21 51
329 51 mination of a romance which has been
Military Institnte bonds, sinking fund
'
21 51
31
307 69
Insane asylum bonds, sinking fund
339 61 growing in San Francisco during the
4 61
323 72
2,571 37
Las Vegas, N. M., June
Deficiency fund
1,370 06 last year.
1,538 641
3 84'
Camlno real fund
268 90
3,845 35
403 38
3,714 71
Miss Trescott Is a graduate of the United States grand jury jefore it was
1 85
U. S. land fees fund
129 0b
1,765 75
1,896 66 Los Angeles High School and of a discharged here
yesterday afternoon
Mounted police fund
7 68
537 81
5,629 75
4,121 81
2,053 43
girl's finishing school in San Francis- returned indictments against the SanWater-Use661 45
Asso'n. of N. M
130 00
791 45
Elephant Butte
co. Since her graduation she has been ta Fe Railway Company and the r0lo-rad246 88
Territorial Library fund
101 30
2,303 16
2,448 74
In San Francisco with her parFuel and Iron Company for grant299 34
252 44
95 67
455 91 living
Capitol Insurance fund
ents on Stockton Street. There she ing and receiving rebates on coal ship161 08
Pullman Car Tax Fund
230 54
230 54
became a student of the Chinese lan-- t ments in alleged violation of the interTotal .
$ 381.282 18
23,734 781 9 120,728 701 310,150 60 guage and acted as tutor for a num- state commerce law. - Thi
49,597 12 $ 23,734 78
exact
ber of the better class of Chinese.
charge is not yet made public, but it
Amount.
is said to specify that the railroad
Recapitulation.
Disposition of Funds.
was indicted for granting rebates nnd
SENATOR DRYDEN'S
Balance February 28, 1906..
381,292s18 First National Hank of Santa Fo.
he Fuel and Iron Company for re4.943 13
HOME ROBBED.
28.151 64
Bank of Commerce, Albuquerque
49,597 12
New York, June 2. Burglars en- ceiving them. The coal In question,
Receipts during quarter. .
First National Bank of Las Vegas
30,213 71
tered the residence of United States it is said, was hauled from StarkvlUe,
Total to be accounted for.
? 430, 879 30 First National Bank of Albuquerque
30,221 31
Senator Dryden at Newark last night Colorado, to Doming, New Mexico,
San Miguel National Bank, Las Vegas
120,728 70
30,220 00
Payments during quarter.
or early this morning, and rifled a safe where it was sent Into southerii
First National Bank of Raton
30,220 82
Balance May 31, 1906.
$310,150 60 First National Bank of Roswell
15,036 20 containing Jewelry. They literally cut
their way to the second floor, turned
National Bank of Commerce of New York
11,727 70
Citizens National Bank of Roswell
over the safe and with their tools re- TO INVESTIGATE
20.110 02
First National Bank, Clayton
20,104 25
moved a large section from the botCHICAGO 8T0CK YARDS.
First National Bank, Carlsbad
20.111 48
tom.
I certify the foregoing statement to be true and correct.
Silver City National Bank
19,994 95
In order to get to the safe the men
Chicago, June 2. The city has-dState National Bank, Albuquerque
25,191 67
had forced an Iron grating in the rear, cided to appoint a commission to In66
American National Bank, of Sliver City
J. H. Vaughn,
20,021
had gone down an areaway and In vestigate the condition at the stock
Taos County Bank, Taos, N. M
3,341 54
Territorial Treasurer.
some way manipulated the wires In the yards with a view to determining how
540 52
New Mexico Savings Bank & Trust Co., Alb.
basement door so they did not give the far the recent criticism of the methSanta Fe, N. M., June 1, 1906.
Balances May 31, 1906.
9310,150 60 alarm, although the house is equipped ods employed in killing
hogs is
Funds not available
with a complete burglar alarm system.
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results.
It has often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
or a physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can
you afford to risk so much" for m

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, ,$5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and. Spanish
pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, in

littler

elusive, delivered at publisher's' price,

$3.30 each;
Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
60c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Reports, full sheep, $3.50 delivered;

full list school tanks.
The New Mexican Printing Company
is headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a specialty
in handling land office blanks, necessary in homestead entries and in mineral applications. Prices low, especially In quantities. Circulars giving
full information furnished on
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BUTCHERS

!

Our "Want" Column Is popular,

BAiEfS.

GF(0CES,

CARTWRIGHT.DAYIS CO.
250 San Francisco Street,
(irocerv Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 40.
No.

LUNCHEON GOODS.
Deviled or Potted Ham or Tongue.. 5c
Underwood's Deviled Ham. 20c and 30c
15c and25c
Corned or Roast Beef

SARDINES.

.

In All Styles and Sizes.

Sardines, Bordelaise, fish shaped. 170
Sardines, Ravegotte, (lemon)...
Sardines, smoked in oil ... 15c and 25c
5c
Domestic Sardines
Mustard Sardines, large cans,
10c and 12Vic
C. & B. Sardine and Bloated Paste,
25c
pots
Sardines and Bloater Paste In cans,
15c
imported
Anchovy Paste in cans, 15c; jars, 25c
Libby's Cottage Ham, Chicken and
Veal Loaf, per can, 15c, 20c and 25c
PICKLES.
We carry a nice line of Pickles in
bulk and in bottles.
All kinds of Pickles at 10c, 12c, 15c,
25c, 30c, 35c and 40c
Split Pickles, either sweet or sour,
15c
large, for
MEAT MARKET.

Nice Boiled Ham, Ham Sausage, Bologna, Cervalat, Salami, Head Cheese,
Pressed Pigs' Feet, etc., can be had
at our market at right prices.
We are turning out mighty nice,
clean, sweet meat these days. If you
want something nice you know where
to get i..
HOLLAND

JAVA.

This is one of Chase

&

Sanborn's

best selling blends of Java Coffee.
While not quite so delicate and mild a
Coffee as Fancy Mark, It Is an extremely mellow and old Java Coffee.
We can recommend it to those who
desire a mild coffee at a moderate
price. In green packages.
35o
Per Package
ICED TEA.

There is nothing bo good for iced
tea as the CEYLON.
We especially
recommend the Monsnoos Brand White
Label Ceylon Tea for this purpose.
f
35c
pound package
CRACKERS.
Our trade in Crackers is largely for
package goods. For that reason we
carry quite a large assortment and always have them fresn.
15c
Saratoga Flakea or Saltines
Butter Thins
12c
,..10c
City Sodas
, ...5c
Vienna Sodas
Cheese Sandwiches
,10c
One-hal-

BUTTER.
MEADOW GOLD is never surpassed

anywhere. It is the highest priced
butter on the market, if we knew of
a higher priced butter that was worth
more we would surely have it, but we
do not. Always- - packed in
f
packages mat exclude heat as well as
air and all impurities.
STRAWBERRIES.
We are now receiving doily shipments of Arkansas Berries. The quality is very fine.
odor-proo-
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BUY IT NOW.

Have to Hurry

!

just from Mexico arrived in
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
she had. Come quick and get the
first pick.
A lady
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STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
San Francisco St.
301-30- 3

for the Beit
sortment of

We Are Headquarters

As-

CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-HINDIAN BLANKETS."

Opals and Turquois
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and

dian Curios

In

the United States,

In:

